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You know that law firm you call where
everything is always under control?
They’re probably using Smokeball
Your small law firm will love how Smokeball creates an organized,
team-wide, view of all your matters including every relevant email,
document, date and file note. Our automated form and letter library will
save you time, and because Smokeball is cloud-based, your team can work
confidently from anywhere knowing they have access to everything.
Smokeball. It’s the engine behind successful small law firms.

(855) 668-3206
www.smokeball.com

FROM THE EDITOR

Time for Change
BY R A LEIGH D. K A LBFLEISCH

H

ere are some random
thoughts and quotes on
change. From Robert C.
Gallagher “Change is inevitable,
except from a vending machine.”;
from Rick Sutter “To err is human,
to blame it on somebody else shows
management potential.” and from
an unknown mother somewhere:
“I smile because I’m your mother.
I laugh because there’s nothing you
can do about it.”
So here it is time to write my last
column. I’ve been putting it off partly
because I haven’t been able to think of
a specific topic and partly because I will
miss this gig as Editor for the DCBA
Brief. I had my ‘editorial epiphany’ one
night as I stood in the virtually empty,
but ‘nicely staged’ home we are hoping to sell soon. Feel free to insert an
eye roll here or kvetch about HGTV
and their insidious home selling shows
which would lead the general populace to think that nicely staged homes,
(i.e. professionally redecorated and vacant while the homeowner cries in his
or her hotel room because everything
they own is in a POD in Poughkeepsie
somewhere) are something they are actually going to see.
But I digress. I was thinking about
change, the different ways it manifests
itself and the ways each person deals, or
does not deal, with it. Recently, my personal life has held a series of changes.

We bought a new and hope to sell our
old house; leaving great neighbors (and
a really nice above-ground pool they let
us use) behind. Our new place needs
some work and we don’t know our
neighbors. Our little guy is graduating
(his words not mine) from elementary
school and moving to a new school
across town. He will also be taking the
bus now which is a whole other set of
changes that we have to prepare for.
And I have to say that despite the occasionally hectic mornings trying to get
my son into the car and to school on
time and then me to court on time, I
am really, really going to miss driving
him to school in the mornings.
Professionally things are changing. My office building is up for sale
and I will have to find a new place to
store the boxes and boxes of closed
files. I was just installed as the 1st Vice
President of the DuPage Association of
Women Lawyers which brings new responsibilities and I am kicking around
hiring an associate. Oh yeah, and I am
done writing a monthly column for the
. With all that happening, I have occasionally struggled with maintaining
my sanity and composure.
This leads me to the subject of
how we all deal with change. There is a
great quote from John Lennon where
he said that “life is what happens when
you are busy making other plans.” I
am sure we have all experienced this

phenomenon at least once in our lives.
I feel that how each person deals with
change has a lot to do with whether that
person is a ‘glass half full’ or ‘glass half
empty’ type. While I am no Pollyanna,
I generally have a positive outlook on
things and embrace changes. Because,
really, there is not much to do to prevent them. I also stay sane by strapping
on my running shoes and pounding
the pavement several times a week or
heading to the gym and lifting weights;
I’ve got quite the gun show going on
these days. And when all else fails, my

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Raleigh is currently a solo practitioner
with a concentration in family law. She
is a graduate of Purdue University and
the Quinnipiac University School of
Law and she spent her last year of law
school as a visiting student at ChicagoKent College of Law. She is an active
member of the ISBA, DuPage County
Bar Association and the Family Law
Committee. She is the Second Vice
President for the DuPage Association
of Women Lawyers, a Director and the
Treasurer for the DuPage County Bar
Foundation and member of the Family
Violence Coordinating Counsel Judicial
and Law Enforcement subcommittee.
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friends anejo and agave talk me down
off of the ledge. So, you can play ostrich and bury your head when change
comes along or plan, plan, plan, but
change is coming, so embrace it and
enjoy it. You never know what adventures lie ahead. I’ve got to go now and
plan my day tomorrow. Thank you to
everyone that has read the Brief this year

and for all of your positive comments.
I cannot tell you how much it pleases
me when I hear that people are reading
the magazine and how important it is
to our readers. I want to thank Jacki
Hamler and Christine McTigue once
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some fun. □
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A

reader, Peter Bernegger, recently brought it to my attention that one of the cases
cited in an article published in 2004,
Section 1983 Litigation In A Nutshell:
Make A Case Out of It! by Jon Loevy
has been overturned. Mr. Bernegger
writes “a statement by attorney Jon
Loevy in the Journal of DuPage
County is incorrect, it has been over
turned by a Supreme Court case.
Hope v. Pelzer, 2002 WL 1378412
(June 27, 2002) [dealing with] an
Eighth Amendment issue in [a] 1983
civil rights case which overturn[ed]
the 11th Circuit. The specific language cited by Mr. Bernegger is “[i]
f there is a reported decision in your

there is no such decision, then the defense prevails, even if the court finds
a violation of constitutional rights in
your case. In short, if the defendants
were not on sufficient notice via the
case law that their alleged misconduct was unconstitutional, they are
immune from damages. Unlike the
usual presumption, therefore, in this
context older cases are actually more
valuable than newer ones.”
I would like to thank Mr.
Bernegger for pointing out the new
case and its applicable language and
for sharing this information with our
readers. □

DCBA Brief welcomes members’ feedback.
Please send any letters to the attention of the editor,
Raleigh Kalbfleisch, at
email@dcbabrief.org

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Installation Speech
BY JA MES J. L A R A I A

I

t is a great honor for me becoming the next president of the
DuPage County Bar Association.
I would like to thank Lynn Cavallo
and the entire Board of Directors for
their hard work and support of the
Association over the last year. I am
very fortunate to be taking this position with the DCBA having such
a strong infrastructure and strategic plan to implement. I believe this
will be a great year to come. Prepare
for Growth… as change is coming
and together we will bring this Bar
Association to another level of success
to help make you, our members, the
best attorneys you can be.
This is truly a dream come true
for me, and the journey to come to
this place within the Bar Association
has been an unbelievable experience.
This started for me as a kid growing up around my parents and their
friends. That experience and exposure from spending weekends and
evenings with Ralph Gabric, Jack
Donahue, Steve Culliton, Ann
Jorgensen, Joe Mirabella, John

Kincaid, Mike Galasso, George
Lynch, and others, who I believe
many will agree are the finest attorneys not only in DuPage County,
but statewide, has had a lasting effect on me. That journey and the opportunity to continue to learn from
these fine individuals has continued
through my legal career. It taught
me how important attorneys are to
our community, the dramatic effect
lawyers have on people’s lives, and
most importantly, how people, not
only lawyers, should treat one another with honesty and respect. I
love lawyers…and I’m proud of it.
The history of this great Bar
Association and its presidents provides us with the foundation to
build upon when making changes
to our Association for the future. We
should never lose sight of the past. I
thank the past presidents for being
here this evening, and most of all for
their contributions and devotion to
our Association. I promise to do my
best to hold onto our foundations as
we build a new future.

Before I get too far into my
theme or plans for this year, I would
first like to take this time to thank
some important people who helped
me get here. Thank you to my family, for all of their support over the
years. I would like to single out
my brother Michael and his wife
Margaret and my sister Kim and her
husband Jeff. I am very blessed to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

James J. Laraia (“Jay”) is a partner
with the law of Laraia & Laraia, P.C.
of Wheaton, Illinois. He concentrates
his practice in the areas of family law,
general civil litigation and chancery
matters. Licensed by the Supreme Court
of the State of Illinois is 2001 after having received his Juris Doctorate from
Northern Illinois University College of
Law in the same year. Jay received his
undergraduate degree from Benedictine
University. Prior to joining his current
law firm in 2003, Jay was an assistant
state’s attorney in DuPage County.

The DCBA Brief is the Journal of the DuPage County Bar Association (“DCBA”). Unless otherwise stated, all content herein is the property of the
DCBA and may not be reprinted in whole or in part without the express permission of the DCBA. ©2015 DCBA. Opinions and positions expressed
in articles appearing in the DCBA Brief are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the DCBA or any of its members. Neither the authors
nor the publisher are rendering legal or other professional advice and this publication is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney. Publication
Guidelines: All submitted materials are subject to acceptance and editing by the Editorial Board of the DCBA Brief. Material submitted to the
DCBA Brief for possible publication must conform with the DCBA Brief’s Writers Guidelines which are available at dcbabrief.org. Advertising
and Promotions: All advertising is subject to approval. Approval and acceptance of an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement or
representation of any kind by the DCBA or any of its members. Contact information: All Articles, comments, criticisms and suggestions should
be directed to the editors at email@dcbabrief.org.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
have you in my life and thank you
for putting up with all the headaches this little brother has caused
you over the years.
Thank you to my mother, Mary
Lou Laraia. Everyone knows my father and the exceptional career that
he has had, but I think he would be
the first person to say that it is my
mother that has always been our
rock keeping our family on track.
No matter what was going on and
what obligations we would have, she
has always been there for everyone
and to do everything, and still had
time to put together a full course
Italian dinner each night for the
family. We love you mom and thank
you.
I would also like to thank my
father, Joseph Laraia, for everything that he has done for me. You
are my mentor, my teacher, and my
best friend. I cherish all of the time
that we have together going through
this journey of the legal profession,
and there isn’t a day that passes that
I don’t learn something new about
how to be the best attorney and advocate for my clients, how to serve
my fellow attorneys, and how to be
a better man and father. Someone
once asked me whether I was going
to follow in my father’s footsteps
and try to fill his shoes. My answer
to that question will always be the
same. I can never wear his shoes,
but only try to put one foot inside
of them…and for many of you who
don’t know, this is somewhat of an
impossible task, as he only wears a
size 6. All kidding aside, I love you
Dad, and thank you for everything
that you have done for me and for
my family. I can tell you that there

is nothing like watching the joy in
my parents’ faces from spending
time with their grandchildren, and
I’m thankful I could provide some
of that joy for you.
In speaking of grandchildren,
I would be remiss not to introduce
my boys, Maxwell, August and Jack.
They are “my three sons”, each very
different and unique in their own
way, and I love each of you very
much.
I want to also thank my wonderful, beautiful and brilliant wife,
Lori. Thank you for all the countless hours of support you have given
to me throughout this journey. I’ll
never truly know how hard it is for
you to do everything that you do
for our family, but you are the glue
that keeps everything together. I’ve
cherished the last 15 years with you
and look forward to countless more.
I know sometimes it seems like you
are raising four children instead of
three, but you are truly amazing and
I love you for all that you do.
I also want to thank Rick
Felice, Umberto Davi and Jim
McCluskey for all of your support
and the advice you’ve given me
as I’ve ascended the ranks of the
DCBA. I greatly appreciate your
wisdom. I would like to especially
thank Sharon Mulyk. You have
been my “President Aficionado”, and
thank you for your friendship, advice and perspective you have provided to me throughout my career as
we started through the Justinians so
many years ago and have continued
to support each other and the legal
community through the DCBA.
Last, but certainly not least, I
want to thank Leslie Monahan,

Cindy Allston, Jacki Hamler and
the entire DCBA staff. Until you
are working with this outstanding staff that we have for our Bar
Association, you don’t realize all of
the hard work and dedication that
goes into making this one of the
finest Bar Associations, not only in
the State, but in the Country. They
should be applauded for all of their
efforts they provide to all of us as
members of the DCBA. Thank you
all for helping us succeed.
When Sean McCumber asked
me what my theme was for the
year, I told him that it was “you
guys, it’s our members”. He turned
to me said, “Not Italian enough…
you mean ‘youse guys’”. So that’s
my theme…youse guys. My focus is
to provide our members with more
benefits through an increase in our
CLE programming, an increase in
our members’ involvement in leadership in the association, and to emphasize more training and resources
for our new lawyers and transitioning attorneys. Prepare for Growth…
as it’s upon us.
How is all of this going to be
achieved? I’m proud to have chaired
the planning committee that created our Association’s latest strategic plan that was approved by
our Board of Directors this past
August. Through this plan, we have
restructured our committees into
several different groups including
Substantive Law Sections, A New
Lawyer Division, Programs, and
Standing Committees. The focus

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

of my year will be the success of the
new Substantive Law Sections. The
new Substantive Law Sections will
provide (1) greater opportunities for
leadership in the DCBA; (2) create
more CLE programs for our members; and most importantly, (3)
create greater accountability and
continuity from year to year in the
benefits offered by our Sections. The
heart of our association is our members, and our Sections are the greatest connection that we have to our
membership.
Our Substantive Law Sections
will now be administered by not
only the Chair and Vice Chair,
but a leadership council that will
be responsible for completing
the tasks of our Sections. Each
Section’s Leadership Council will
vary in size from 6 to 12 members,
to complete specific tasks geared
toward providing more benefits to
our members. This will result in
more CLE programming, providing more articles for our outstanding DCBA Brief magazine, making
information more readily available
to our members through individual
Section Webpages, and many other
benefits. This will also provide a
greater ability for our members
to be part of the leadership of the
DCBA. We are hoping that through
this increased participation, our
members will continue to grow in
their careers, practices, and in the
association, and hopefully build
friendships with their colleagues
that make this association great. So
please, if you are interested in being

8
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more involved in DCBA, or if you
are a new lawyer and are looking for
a place to start, contact our DCBA
staff and they will connect you with
the Section Leadership Council
that best serves your interests. We
can only grow as an association
through the participation and cultivation of our members, and our
new Substantive Law Sections are
in place to serve that need.
In regard to CLE programming, with our new Substantive
Law Sections and the growth of our
Leadership Councils, we plan on
producing more multi-hour seminars that will supplement our already successful lunch time CLE
programs. We are planning on designating these programs by their
skill set, as beginner, intermediate
and advanced, and to provide our
members with more intensive CLE
that goes beyond simple nuts and
bolts. So be on the lookout, as we
are hoping to start our afternoon
CLE programs this winter.
We are also expanding Mega
Meeting to an additional afternoon.
We want to provide our members
with more variety in their CLE by
providing two Friday afternoon sessions in addition to the traditional
Saturday Mega Meeting format. We
will be having a Judges’ reception
following the Friday afternoon sessions which will help to grow and
strengthen our already strong bench/
bar relations. I encourage everyone
to put January 29th and 30th on
your calendar for next year’s Mega
Meeting and Judges’ reception.

We also plan to provide even
more training and programs for
our new lawyers. Through the New
Lawyer Division, as created this
past year under Lynn Cavallo and
Ted Donner’s leadership through
the planning committee, the New
Lawyer Division will build upon
its existing foundation to expand
our Basic Skills program, increase
our Mentoring Program, and provide basic economic training for
addressing new lawyer debt issues.
We plan to provide our new lawyers
with debt management education to
assist them through the tough times
of trying to get their practices and
careers started with the burden of
educational debt.
At the other end of the spectrum, we will provide training to
our more experienced attorneys
who are in the twilight of their careers. Through a partnership with
the ISBA, as promoted through
President Elect Umberto Davi, we
plan to produce a succession plan
booklet that will provide transitioning attorneys with a blue print
of the forms and issues that they
need to address as they wind down
their practices and careers. Many
attorneys do not have in place the
necessary forms and consents from
clients if they suddenly become hospitalized and are unable to complete
their cases or simply to ensure their
clients’ needs are addressed as they
plan for retirement.
Despite all that we plan to provide to you, it is still very important for us to have a little fun along

the way. The joke in one of the
planning committees is that I will
make everyone work so hard that
we won’t have time for social events;
but rest assured, I think that we
have some very fun events planned
this year that everyone will want to
be a part of.
We will start our year off with the
Golf Outing on July 9 at Naperville
Country Club. It was a wonderful
event last year and we hope through
your support and attendance, that
it will be even bigger and better this
year. Our fall event will be held on
September 24 at Danada House. This

will be a free event for our members
as our appreciation for all that you do
for DCBA. The President’s trip this
year will take place in Boston over
the Columbus Day weekend starting
on October 8. We are hoping to have
our CLE presentation at Harvard
University, and I can tell you first
hand, there are a million things to
do in Boston. Please make your plans
to join us as it should be a wonderful
trip. Our Holiday Party will be right
up the street this year at Medinah
Country Club on December 9.
Judges’ Nite will back at College of
DuPage this year, and after last year’s

successful show, I can’t wait to see
what Christina Morrison, Nick
Nelson, and Brent Christensen have
planned for us. We will close our year
at Arlington Race Track on May 2 for
Derby Day, and I hope everyone will
come out for a fun day of Kentucky
Derby traditions, hats and all.
So in closing, I thank all of
you for your membership and supporting our association; keep a look
out for all of the new changes to
come. Prepare for Growth, as we
focus our efforts to help you grow in
your practices and in your careers.
Thank you. □

Led by court reporters

Melanie Humphrey-Sonntag, President, is pleased to announce
that Chicago-area Realtime & Court Reporting has been acquired
by Planet Depos, LLC, a global court reporting company.
Same familiar court reporters. Same great service.
Strengthened back-office support, innovative technology,
international coverage.

CHICAGO-AREA REALTIME

TO SCHEDULE YOUR NEXT DEPOSITION IN THE MIDWEST OR
ANYWHERE ON THE PLANET, CONTACT US
CONTACT:

800.232.0265 | SCHEDULING@PLANETDEPOS.COM | WWW.PLANETDEPOS.COM | WWW.CHICAGO-REALTIME.COM
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The Law Firm of Momkus McCluskey, LLC has served the DuPage County
community for the past twenty-five years. The firm accepts referrals
and co-counsel relationships in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial and General Civil Litigation
Business, Corporate and Transactional
Insurance Litigation and Coverage
Financing, Loans and Commercial Real Estate
Banking Law
Healthcare Law and Regulatory Compliance
Family Law
Estate Planning
Environmental Law
Employment
Appeals

For more information, please contact one of the firm’s members,
Ed Momkus, Jim McCluskey, Jim Marsh, Angelo Spyratos,
Kimberly Davis, or Jim Harkness.

1001 Warrenville Road, Suite 500, Lisle, IL 60532 • Tel: 630.434.0400 • Fax: 630.434.0444 • www.momlaw.com
221 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2050, Chicago, IL 60601 • Tel: 312.345.1955 • Fax: 312.419.1546 • www.momlaw.com
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INBRIEF
BY TER R ENCE BENSHOOF A ND K ATIE M AY

T

ime once again for an
adieu and a hello, as the
DCBA Brief bids farewell to Raleigh Kalbfleisch as
our Editor-in-Chief, welcomes
Christine McTigue as her successor. Taking over as Associate Editor,
we welcome Jim Ryan, of Roberts
& Caruso. And Jay Laraia follows
Lynn Cavallo to the top spot as
President of the DCBA.
Assuming that it finally rises
above near-freezing and the ponds
on the local golf courses have unfrozen, the DCBA will go into summer
mode; good luck finding a lawyer on
a Friday afternoon for the next three
months. The annual golf outing is
teeing off as this final edition hits the
presses. New board members have
been sworn in for the DCBA, DuPage
County Bar Foundation and DuPage
Association of Women Lawyers and
the Chairs of the newly-titled Sections
will begin their planning processes.
People Notes: Clingen, Callow
& McLean, LLC has added John A.
Lipinsky to the firm, handling their
bankruptcy and creditors’ rights
practice.
Congratulations to our law student members who were sworn in
as attorneys on May 7: Alex Fawell,
Anne French, Colleen Shannon,
Louis Baker, Patrick Becht,
Amanda Bonanotte, Meaghan
Jorgensen, Frederick Malayter,

Incoming DCBA and ISBA 3rd VPs, Matt Pfeiffer and Jim McCluskey
Dawn McDermott Marsden, Mary
Sparrow, Alexandria Spear, Michael
Watkins, Jaime Eddy, Syed Ahmed.
Deborah Carder announces
the opening of her new offices in
Naperville, where she will continue
her family law practice.
Judges’ Nite Director Nick
Nelson announces the opening of his
new offices in Villa Park.
DCBA Past-President Colleen
McLaughlin announces Elissa
Hobfoll has now become her partner,
and the firm renamed McLaughlin &
Hobfoll.
The results are in! And DCBA
member Jim McCluskey was elected
Third-Vice President of the ISBA by a
large margin, continuing the DCBA
presence in the top offices of that organization. Kent Gaertner edged out
three other contenders for the ISBA
Director slot and he will be representing DuPage County attorneys.

InBrief will now proceed to
mow the lawn, tend the garden, and
then kick back, relax, and enjoy the
Summer; before starting on the next
Volume in a couple weeks!
We welcome the following
new members. Attorneys: Thomas
C. Rueger; Daniel J. Kelley, Law
Offices of Daniel J. Kelley; David
B. Sosin, Sosin & Arnold, Ltd;
Duane C. Donahue; Alexandria
Spear; Jaime Eddy; Brad Kaye,
Anderson & Associates, P.C.; Patrick
Becht; Michael Curley; Ashley
M. Vincent, O’Flaherty Law, P.C..
Affiliate Members: Kim Leland,
Old Republic Title; Brandi Ruffalo,
Valuation & Forensic Partners, LLC.
Student Members: Jesse Guth; Chris
Clanin, McLaughlin and Associates;
Christian Bishop; Andrea Garcia;
Catherine
Nessling;
Dennis
Anders. □
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Don’t Go Broke in a Nursing Home
When a friend or
client calls you
with panic in their
voice and says, “My
spouse has just been
diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s Disease.
Are we going to lose Diana Law, Rick Law & Zach Hesselbaum
our home? Are we
going to lose everything?”—then in that moment
they need experienced legal counsel. Call us at
Law ElderLaw—630-585-5200.
Rick L. Law, Esq.

A Presidential Celebration
BY TER R ENCE BENSHOOF

I

t was raining and the place was
called “Noah’s”, there were no
animals paired up two by two,
but the inclement weather did nothing to dampen the spirits of the just
under 150 DCBA members who
came to celebrate a great year for
the Association with President Lynn
Cavallo. The President’s Celebration
was the DCBA’s Oscars, without
the tuxedos. After her initial welcoming remarks, President Cavallo
moved on to the main purpose of
the event: the recognition of those
attorney volunteers who had performed above and beyond during
her administration.
First came the DuPage County
Bar Association Board of Directors
Awards. Each year the Board members submit the names of those who
went the extra mile and accomplished things that not only got the
job done well, but enhanced the performance of a committee or event
to the credit of the Association.
The Board then selects from the
nominees.
This year, receiving the 2015
Directors Awards were attorneys
from a variety of committees and
practice areas. First was Greg Beggs
who has been the de facto sponsor
of the Law in Literature Committee
for several years by picking up the

Nick Nelson and Brent Christensen received Board of Directors’ Awards for their roles in
the success of Judges’ Nite.
tab for every meeting, regardless
of the number of attendees; a most
generous personal gesture. On the
Real Estate Committee, Jeannette
DeGrange not only kept that large
and active committee on course, but
also put in much effort in the development of the Public Interest and
Education Task Force, a new DCBA
entity.
Cindy Hutchins chaired the
Estate Planning Committee this past

year, and between her appointment
in June of 2014 and the start of the
committee meeting season last fall,
she had her schedule and task plans
all ready to roll. She formed a subcommittee to review court forms and
related local rules as well. Meanwhile,
Ann Michalsen also mapped out

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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Don’t
Go
Bare

Starting out? Moonlighting?
Part-time? Malpractice
insurance is NOT an
unnecessary expense.
You’re still at risk
Your referral partners are at risk
Your relationships are at risk
Protect your clients. Get covered with
ISBA Mutual…it’s easier than you think.
We offer lawyers’ malpractice insurance to new
and part-time lawyers at an affordable price.

800 473-4722

isbamutual.com

A PRESIDENTIAL CELEBR ATION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15
the year for the Local Government
Committee, and created flyers to
be posted in the ARC to keep the
Association members informed. She
arranged for topics and speakers for
the group with timely and relevant
topics such as the Dixon fraud case
and ethics for elected officials.
While our InBrief “staff” was laboring over the Smith Corona, with
quill pen, ink well, and dial phone
close at hand, Charles Wentworth
was guiding the Law Practice

Management
and
Technology
Committee into the latest technology
available for lawyers and law firms.
Not only did he have his committee schedule set up well in advance,
he partnered with DCBA sponsor
Smokeball to offer hands-on training
with computer programs and technology best practices.
Did we mention “Oscars”? The
show must continue to go on, and
the creative minds, and strong efforts,
of first-year Director Nick Nelson,

and script-writer, set sponsor Brent
Christensen, made the “Worst Show
Ever” one of the best shows ever. The
Judges’ Nite event is an important
fund raiser for Legal Aid, and depends
on strong attendance. It becomes a
very time consuming task to create a
story, find appropriate music and coerce the local ‘talent’ to participate.
Neither an award celebration
nor a stage play would be complete
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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Banking and Finance Litigation Employment Law | Business Services
Mergers & Acquisitions | Real Estate | Trusts and Estates | Elder Law

Resources. Experience. Depth.
Brian LaFratta | Ed Sedlacek | Larry Stein | Tom Christensen | Kathy Ryding | Pat Hurley

W

e have the expertise and ability to handle large,

complex cases, including business litigation, construction
disputes, contested estates and trusts, guardianships,
employment matters, domestic relations and general
civil litigation. Based in Wheaton, our practice is
regional in scope and includes state and federal courts,
administrative agencies and other tribunals.

1755 S Naperville Rd, Wheaton, IL 60189 (630) 221-1755

New Substantive Law Sections Aim to
Increase Visibility, Productivity, and
Benefits Available to DCBA Members of
Substantive Law Committees
BY JOR DA N M. SARTELL

I

ncoming DCBA President
James J. Laraia and his Planning
Committee met in March with
existing substantive law committee chairs and vice-chairs to lay out
their vision for recasting the DCBA’s
substantive law committees into
Sections. With an eye toward increasing the benefits of DCBA participation for members, the Sections

plan aims to create greater opportunities for leadership in the DCBA,
expand the availability and diversity
of MCLE programming, and create
greater accountability and continuity within Sections, increasing the
benefits of Section members for all
DCBA members.
Sections will provide a host of
new benefits for their membership,

for fellow DCBA members, and for
the larger DuPage County legal community. These include distribution
of legislative and case law updates to
Section members on a more frequent
basis instead of monolithic packets of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21
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DIGIOVINE HNILO JORDAN + JOHNSON LTD.

®

Certified Public Accountants / Business Valuation Services

®

THE VALUATION OF A BUSINESS IS
MORE THAN A FORMULA

DHJJ PROVIDES YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS
WITH CERTIFIED CONFIDENCE

Our CVAs spend time with the owners and key personnel to
fully understand the business. Intangible value is as important
as the tangible, e.g. what is the value of goodwill? We can
assist with valuation work relating to:

Our business valuation team includes CPAs and Certified
Valuation Analysts (CVAs):

♦

Sale of Business

♦

Owner Disputes

♦

Bankruptcy

♦

Intangible Accounting

♦

Estate and Gift

♦

Buy/Sell Agreements

♦

Litigation

♦

Succession Planning

♦

M&A

♦

Stock Compensation

♦

Highly qualified business valuation accountants

♦

Experienced

♦

Impartial

♦

Longstanding commitment to the business
community

♦

Trusted valuations for over 30 years

♦

Expert witness testimony

CONSULT WITH ONE OF OUR CERTIFIED
VALUATION ANALYSTS

Call us to discuss how our team of experts
can assist you with your business valuation
or forensic accounting needs.
Mary Lynn Hoﬀer,
CPA /CFF, CVA
Principal
mhoﬀer@dhjj.com

630-420-1360

Tom Jordan,
CPA/CFF, CVA
Managing Director

www.dhjj.com

tjordan@dhjj.com

NEW SUBSTANTIVE LAW SECTIONS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
updates at monthly meetings; maintenance of a media presence for the
Section on the DCBA’s website and
other social media to post materials
and announce Section events and
gatherings, enhancing communication among the membership; drafting articles for submission to the
DCBA Brief; development of MCLE
Programming & Mega Meeting
programming; development of
strategies for encouraging more
active Section involvement among
DCBA members; and liaising with
the DCBA Board of Directors and
other Sections.
Key to the Sections vision is
the creation of Section Leadership
Councils. Leadership Councils create more opportunities for Section
members to take on responsibilities
within the Section than ever before.
Each Section Leadership Council will
include the Section Chair, the Vice
Chair, the Immediate Past Chair, the
Section Secretary and up to ten ancillary positions. The structure of the
Leadership Council, while naturally
adapting to the size and goals of each
individual Section, is designed to increase the productivity and exposure
at the same time. On June 2, 2015,
incoming Section Chairs and Vice
Chairs met to begin the planning
process for appointing members to
these positions of responsibility.
Section chairpersons for 201516 are: Animal Law: Christine Pasko
Falls; Appellate Law & Practice:
Janella Barbrow; Bankruptcy Law
& Practice: Dennise McCann;
Business Law & Practice: Matt
Pfeiffer; Children’s Advocacy:
Katherine Haskins Becker; Civil
Law & Practice: Sean McCumber;
Criminal Law & Practice: Louisa

Nuckolls; Elder Law: Mary Kay
Furiasse; Estate Planning &
Probate: Barbara Corrigan; Family
Law & Practice: Rebecca Laho;
Healthcare Law: J. C. Kreamer;
Immigration Law: Thomas Miller;
Insurance Coverage: Jim Marsh;
Intellectual Property: Greg Adamo;
Labor & Employment Law: David
Fish; Law Practice Management &
Technology: Joe Emmerth; Local
Government: Chris Hage; Real
Estate Law & Practice: Melanie
Leonard; School Law: Janet
Wagner & Nadine Gilbert; and Tax
Law & Practice: Tricia Buhrfiend.

Many positions in Section
Leadership Councils remain open
and await you! Getting involved
with the Section or Sections most
applicable to your practice is a fantastic way to increase your interaction
with other DCBA members and to
get experience and recognition for
the contributions your Section will
make to the entire DCBA membership. For more information about
how to contact a Section Chair and
get involved, contact a member of
the DCBA Executive Committee
or DCBA Executive Director Leslie
Monahan. □
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Lawyers Lending A Hand Blood Drive
Was A Spectacular Success
BY CHR ISTINE MCTIGUE

T

President Lynn Cavallo and longtime LLH coordinator, Eddie Wollenberg welcome
Grand Marshall, Max Adduci.

22
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he first Lawyers Lending a
Hand blood drive was held
on April 30, 2015, and was
a resounding success. The Grand
Marshall for the event was Max
Adduci. Max is a five-year old kidney transplant patient. When asked
if he would like to be part of the
blood drive for other people, he was
excited to help.
Max’s enthusiasm was contagious. The goal of the event was to
collect 50 pints of blood--99 were
collected. In addition, a significant
number of first-time donors participated in this event.
There were two competitions
to promote this event. The first
was between private practice and
government attorneys. The government attorneys won, 29 versus 19
lawyers. The
second competition was
between vari o u s D u Pa g e
County government agencies. The clerk’s
office emerged
victorious, receiving both
bragging rights
and a plaque created by Judge Paul
Marchese, as pictured here.
Lawyers Lending a Hand hopes
to repeat this event in 2016, with an
even better turnout. □

Lawyers Lend a Hand at the
Ronald McDonald House
BY R A LEIGH K A LBFLEISCH

O

n the evening of May
28, nine volunteers from
Lawyers Lending a Hand
gathered at the Ronald McDonald
House in Winfield. The lawyers were
there to make a meal for the families
and children currently staying there.
While there, the volunteers learned
that this particular Ronald McDonald
House is the 344th house built globally.
The Ronald McDonald Houses provide a ‘home away from home’ to keep
families together while their child is in
the hospital. More than 153 families in
the Chicagoland area have a comfortable and welcoming place to stay while
their children are receiving treatment
in a nearby hospital or medical center. The Houses allow families to eat,
sleep and find the emotional support
they need at what is unarguably the
worst time in a parent and child’s life.
In 2015, the charity expects to provide
over 43,000 nights to families during
the time their child is in the hospital.
Although a donation of $10 per night
is requested from families able to afford
it, no family is ever turned away if they
are unable to pay. The majority of their
operating funds come from individual
and corporate donors.
The volunteers made a full meal in
the fabulous kitchen and then had the
pleasure of sitting down to eat with a
few of the families and children staying
in the house. The evening started off
with a tour of the newly built house.
There are three living rooms, a huge

Volunteers gathered at the new Ronald McDonald House near CDH to prepare dinner
for residents
kitchen, laundry rooms, and play areas
Director Eddie Wollenberg. DCBA
for children, including a separate ‘teen’ members and friends meet monthly
room. Each family is assigned a prito serve and relieve the stresses of
vate bedroom only accessible by that practicing law by assisting various
family; similar to a hotel room. Each agencies and services in DuPage
House has a community kitchen fully
County. A few examples of projects
equipped with all the plates, glasses,
include painting walls and sorting
pots and pans and silverware a family
canned goods for a food pantry,
could need and there are pantries full
organizing coat drives, playing basof items that have been generously doketball with at-risk youth, clearing
nated for the families to use.
debris from forest preserve streams,
The families are immensely gratevisiting the elderly and the latest
ful to the volunteers that donate their
blood drive project.
time, energy and money to keep the
Can you lend a hand? See http://
Houses running. To volunteer, go to
www.dcba.org/events/lend_a_hand.
http://rmhccni.org/volunteer.
htm for information on future
Lawyers Lending a Hand was
LLH activities or contact Eddie
founded by Judge Paul Marchese
Wollenberg at at (630) 668-2415 or
and former DCBA Executive
Ednawollenberg@aol.com. □
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A PRESIDENTIAL CELEBR ATION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
without a major award. And so, the
President’s Celebration presented, in
addition to these outstanding individual awards, the Lawyer of the Year
Award! The envelope, please……
And the 2015 Lawyer of the Year is
none other than the Judges’ Nite
Producer, and Chair of the Law Day
Committee, Christina Morrison!
What a performance! As the Judges’
Nite Producer, Christina kept things
rolling along to get the show on stage
and flawlessly presented, while simultaneously organizing the silent auction portion of show night. Christina
also put together an outstanding Law
Day program, featuring Justice Anne
Burke of the Illinois Supreme Court
who presented a talk for the 800th
Anniversary of the signing of Magna
Carta at Runnymede. The well-attended event drew nearly 150 lawyers
and judges. □

T

News from the Courthouse

he 18th Circuit wishes to notify attorneys that judges will
be reviewing cases where an attorney is a party to a case before them.
Each judge may make recommendations to the Court Administrator and
Chief Judges’ office to suspend the
attorney’s courthouse pass for the duration of that case. Final determination will be made by the Chief Judge.
Attorneys may notify the Chief Judge’s
office directly of a pending case to determine whether their court pass may
be or has been suspended.
The
Domestic
Relations
Division has been using a process
for electronic orders. Already in use
in Judge Fawell’s courtroom, Judge
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President Lynn Cavallo presents Charles Wentworth with a Board of Directors’ Award
for his extra efforts as Chair of the Law Practice Management Committee

Anderson’s courtroom will be the
next to use electronic orders.
The DCBA Brief would like to
welcome Mary Grace Anderson,
the new Law Library Manager. Ms.
Anderson has both a law degree
and a Master’s Degree in Library
Science and will no doubt be very
useful in directing attorneys and litigants alike to the proper resources
for their individual cases. Don’t
forget, the law library has computer terminals for general use as
well for checking email, sending
documents, and browsing the web.
Printers and copiers are available,
along with free Wi-Fi for smart
phone and tablet users. The library

also provides hardcopies of publications such as IICLE binders, the
Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, the
Illinois Bar Journal, and of course
the DCBA Brief.
Chief Judge Kathryn Creswell
has solved a significant problem for
litigants who arrive at the courthouse via some other means than
their own car. Historically, litigants
arriving by bus, bicycle or under
their own foot power, have had
to leave their cell phones in the
bushes outside the courthouse.
Lockers for cell phones and other
personal items that are not allowed
in the courthouse are now available
for use next to the parking garage. □

ARTICLES

THE NEW ILLINOIS
CONSTITUTIONAL
CRIME VICTIM
RESTITUTION RIGHT:
A REVOLUTIONARY
AMENDMENT?

26

MANY VETER ANS AGE 65
AND OLDER CAN CHOOSE
BETWEEN VA BENEFITS
AND MEDICARE

30

STRUCTURING LLC WITH
CAPITAL INTEREST, PROFITS
INTEREST, NCO, COMPENSATORY
OPTION, AND CONVERTIBLE
DEBT AND EQUITY

32

This month’s Articles Editor:
Anthony Abear is a graduate of DePaul
University College of Law, and he
received his baccalaureate degree in
Communications from the University
of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign. He
formerly worked with the Kane County
State’s Attorney’s Office as a jury trial
felony prosecutor. He is a former editorin-chief of the DCBA Brief. He is the owner of Abear Law
Offices and his firm handles civil litigation.
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The New Illinois Constitutional Crime
Victim Restitution Right:
A Revolutionary Amendment?
BY JEFFR EY A. PAR NESS

B

efore 1992, any crime victim restitution rights in Illinois were subject to General Assembly
direction and, perhaps, some nonconstitutional common law developments.1 A 1992
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Many new questions regarding crime victim restituFor a short history of Illinois crime victim monetary recovery
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tutional crime victim restitution provisions will first be

very briefly examined, followed by inquiries into the three noted questions.
Lastly, there will be some thoughts on
future Illinois crime victim restitution
proceedings.

Professor Emeritus
Je f f re y Pa r n e s s
teaches at the
NIU College of
Law, where he
teaches a variety
of civil procedure
courses as well as
administrative law. He taught for six
years at the University of Akron School
of Law prior to arriving at Northern
Illinois University in 1982. He has
been appointed a visiting professor at
Washington and Lee University School
of Law, Southern Illinois University
School of Law, Case Western University
School of Law, The John Marshall Law
School (Chicago), and Loyola University
Chicago School of Law. He served as law
clerk to Judge James B. Parsons of the
U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois from 1974-1976.
His primary areas of scholarship include
federal and state civil procedure laws,
maternity and paternity laws, the legal
status of the unborn, state constitutional
equality laws, crime victim restitution,
witness abuse in civil litigation, and
judicial rulemaking. The Chicago
Lawyer has past named Professor Parness
as among the 10 Best Law Professors in
Illinois. Professor Parness rececived his
B.A. from Colby College, and received
his J.D. from The University of Chicago.

American State Constitutional Crime
Victim Restitution Rights
About one half of American
states have at least some explicit constitutional rights for crime victims,9
though not all include restitution.10
As to restitution, some require — as
did Illinois until recently — General
Assembly definitions both of an eligible victim and the nature of the right
itself.11 While the Illinois constitution now expressly recognizes General
Assembly authority to define “crime
victims,” but not to provide “by law”
for the restitution right,12 the Arizona
constitution explicitly defines the
victims entitled to “receive prompt
restitution” from convicted criminals,13 but leaves to the legislature
“the authority” to “define, implement
preserve and protect” this restitution
right.14
Though some other state constitutions have comparable crime victim
restitution rights, to date elsewhere
there has been little exploration of the
questions earlier raised as to relevant
court proceedings; the altered roles of
trial judges; and the balance between
the public and private interests in criminal case sentencing and related proceedings.
Relevant Court Proceedings
As to where the Illinois constitutional crime victim
9
10

11
12
13
14

These rights are reviewed in Monetary Recoveries, supra note 4,
at 821-31.
See, e.g., Alabama Const. art. I, §6.01 and Florida Const., art. I,
§16. At times restitution is constitutionally noted, but not as a
right. See, e.g., Alaska Const. art. I, §12 (“Criminal administration
shall be based upon . . . restitution from the offender”).
See, e.g., Michigan Const., art. I, §24; Missouri Const. art. I, §32(1);
Tennessee Const. art. I, §35; and Idaho Const. art. I, §22(7).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(2014).
Arizona Const. art. II, §2.1(A)(8).
Arizona Const. art. II, §2.1(D).

restitution right might be asserted,
clearly pending criminal cases
were contemplated by the constitutional drafters, including both
prejudgment and postjudgment
criminal case proceedings. The
Illinois restitution right accompanies other crime victim rights
directly tied to criminal cases, like
a “post-arraignment court proceeding”15 and a proceeding “after
arrest and conviction.”16 As with
some of the other constitutional
rights, seemingly the restitution
right might be asserted at varying
stages of a criminal case, not just at
sentencing. Restitution assertions
during, or related to, plea bargaining seemingly would facilitate case
resolution since many criminal defendants would wish to know of all
the possible consequences of their
guilty pleas. In Arizona, criminal
case judges can initiate “settlement” discussion, which shall be
preceded by conferrals between
prosecutors and victims where the
victims’ positions are then later relayed during the discussions.17
Restitution assertions may
also be asserted outside of pending criminal cases. Exercises of
other Illinois constitutional crime
victim rights can occur outside
criminal cases, as with “the right to
communicate with the prosecution”18 and the “right to be
treated with fairness”19 and “to be reasonably protected”20
throughout “the criminal justice process.” So, no pending
criminal case is necessary. A restitution assertion might be
considered, for example, during talks between state prosecutors and those who are potentially subject to criminal
prosecution.
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(5)(“right to be heard)(2014).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(9)(need to have “the safety of the victim
and the victim’s family considered in denying or fixing the
amount of bail”) (2014).
Arizona Rule of Criminal Procedure 17.4 (a).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(4)(2014).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(1)(2014).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(8)(2014).
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As well, restitution may be asserted in civil actions
brought by victims against alleged or established criminals
in either civil cases21 or in administrative crime fund recovery proceedings.22 Restitution may even be available in
civil asset forfeiture actions brought by state agents against
alleged or established criminals.23

maximum sentence prescribed by law,”29 but also of possible later crime victim restitution orders, as is done in
North Dakota and Vermont.30
When Illinios judges participate in the preceding
“plea discussions,” upon “request by the defendant and
with the agreement of the prosecutor,”31 they should insure discussion of possible restituCriminal Case Judges
tion occurs when the restitution
In criminal cases, crime victims
right has been earlier asserted in
About one half of
(as defined by statute) have constisome way, and occasionally raise the
American states have
tutional restitution rights as nonpossibility of restitution even when
parties which, when asserted, must
there was no earlier assertion by the
at least some explicit
be “promptly” ruled upon by crimcrime victim.32
Crime victim restitution agreeinal case judges.24 Since the “proseconstitutional rights
cuting attorney” is not constitutionments should not be limited in
for crime victims,
ally-compelled to aid in the exercise
Illinois to settings where criminal
of these rights,25and crime victims
charges result in guilty or stipulated
though not all include
26
may not be appointed an attorney,
pleas. In Illinois, crime victims are
restitution.
what judicial processes must be un“defined by law” and should indertaken by judges so that rulings
clude victims of wrongs never fully
on restitution assertions are made
prosecuted criminally. The Illinois
“promptly”?
constitutional restitution right should not depend
A few necessary processes are clear. Judges must
upon conviction,33 or even a related criminal charge.34
Certainly, agreements on crime victim restitution can
help to facilitate crime victim restitution during crimispeak to uncharged crimes involving the same perpenal cases by establishing special local rules/customs for
pro se presentations, as well as addressing how such as- trators and victims within the charged crimes. Judicial
sertions shall be undertaken by crime victim representa- enforcement of such agreements can be supported by
the rationales used, for example, when federal district
tives, including paid and pro bono counsel (and perhaps
courts agree to enforce settlements of unfiled claims
non-attorneys, who may need to be specially authorized
27
(as with insurance) somewhat related to pending civil
or licensed ). Guidelines seemingly are most needed for
assertions at the hearings on possible guilty or stipulated
pleas and on sentencing after conviction at trial.
29 Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 402(a)(2) (also information on the possible penalty
Crime victims must be notified of plea hearings.28
“because of prior convictions”).
Whether or not victims attend, and therein assert their
30 North Dakota Rule of Criminal Procedure 11 (b)(I) (no judicial
acceptance of a guilty plea without personal notice of “the
constitutional restitution rights, judges should there adcourt’s authority to order restitution”) and Vermont Criminal
vise criminal defendants not only of the “minimum and
Rule 11 (c)(2) (similar).
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

28

Monetary Recoveries, supra note 4, at 841-2 (exploring civil
cases presented by crime victims against crime perpetrators).
Id. at 842-50 (comparing American crime fund recovery laws).
See, e.g., Arizona Stat. §13-4311 (State’s Attorney shall apply the
proceeds of property sold via a civil forfeiture “to compensate
the injured person’s economic loss”).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(b)(2014).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(b)(2014).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(b)(2014).
See, e.g., 725 ILCS 120/4.5(b)(3)(“victim advocate personnel” can
be authorized to provide information on services available for
victims of crime).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(3)(“right to timely notification of all court
proceedings”).
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Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 402(d)(1). Compare Tennessee Criminal Procedure
Rule 11 (c)(1) (“court shall not participate”) and Colorado Rule
of Criminal Procedure 11 (f)(4) (“The trial judges shall not
participate in plea discussions”) to Idaho Criminal Rule 11 (f)(1)
(“court may participate” in discussions of possible guilty pleas).
The Illinois constitution does not explicitly recognize crime
victim participation rights in plea bargains. The seven American
state constitutions that do so fail to provide “clear instructions
as to how this right should be implemented and have no
supporting case law. Elizabeth N. Jones, “The Ascending Role of
Crime Victims in Plea-Bargaining and Beyond,” 117 West Virginia
Law Review 100, 119-20 (2014).
Compare, e.g., South Carolina Const. art. I, § 24(A)(a) ( a crime
victim has the right to “prompt and full restitution from the
person or persons convicted”).
But compare People v. McKinley, 852 N.W. 2d 770, 776 (Mich.
2014) (Michigan statute read not to authorize the assessment of
restitution based on uncharged conduct).

claims, often said to involve exercises of supplementary
jurisdiction.35
Crime victims must also be given notice of sentencing hearings.36 Local court rules, if not statutes or Supreme
Court rules, should address how crime victims can assert
their restitution claims in advance of such hearings, as well
as their roles — as nonparties37 (perhaps somewhat like
lienholders) — in these hearings.
Balancing Public and Private Interests
Whether in a criminal or civil case wherein one is alleged
to have acted in a criminal way, the resulting remedy required
of one found responsible can involve the payment of money
or the handover of other assets that can benefit the public at
large, the victim harmed by the wrongful conduct, or both the
public and victim. Public interest remedies include monetary
fines in criminal cases and property forfeitures in civil cases.38
Private interest remedies include crime victim restitution,
and perhaps other crime victim damages if such damages can
extend beyond what is allowed via restitution (e.g., punitive
damages in civil cases that are not considered restitutionary).
35

36
37
38

Comparably, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that
federal law claims only subject to trials in federal district courts
can nevertheless be settled, though unfiled, in factually related
state civil cases. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. v. Epstein,
516 U.S. 367 (1996).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(a)(3)(“right to timely notification of all court
proceedings”)(2014).
Ill. Const. art. I, §8.1(b)(2014).
See, e.g., 725 ILCS 150/2 (“civil forfeiture of property” employed
in certain illegal conduct involving controlled substances
“will have a significant beneficial effect in deterring the rising
incidence of the abuse and trafficking” of illegal drugs). See
also State v. Alexander, 855 N.W. 2d 340, 346 (Minn. App. 2014)
(criminal court orders convicted defendant to pay restitution to
victim and “ to fully reimburse the public defender’s office”).
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If a wrongdoer’s recoverable assets are limited, how
should they be allocated? Should it depend on the nature
of the wrongdoing, the type of public interest remedy
pursued, the type of private remedial interest at stake, or
whether the wrong was established via plea or trial? Outside
Illinois there are specific allocation priorities. In California,
crime victims with losses have a constitutional right to restitution from those convicted which “shall be ordered… regardless of the sentence or disposition imposed,” where “(a)
ll monetary payments, monies and property collected from
any person who has been ordered to make restitution shall
be first applied to pay the amounts ordered as restitution to
the victim.”39
Conclusion
The 2014 amendments to the Crime Victims’ Rights
provisions within the Illinois constitution’s Bill of Rights
recognize a crime victim restitution right assertable at
least within a criminal case, which requires a “prompt”
ruling once asserted. This right demands greater judicial
attention at both guilty pleas and sentencing hearings.
It also challenges circuit judges to insure a fair allocation of a wrongdoer’s assets between public and private
interests. □
39

California Const. art. I, §28 (b)(13). See also California Penal Code
§1202.4 (f)(with some exceptions, “in every case” where “a victim
has suffered economic loss,” the court “shall require that the
defendant make restitution to the victim,” with “full restitution”
ordered unless the court “finds compelling and extraordinary
reasons for not doing so”).
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Many Veterans Age 65 and Older Can
Choose Between VA Benefits and Medicare

BY JA MES SULLIVA N, CPA, PFS

I

t has been over a year since the United States Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) was criticized for the long waiting times for veterans seeking care. Since that time, the controversy over
the health care provided veterans has increased the interest in how VA benefits and Medicare
work together for veterans age 65 and older. The fact is, they are separate programs and do not
work together. This does not mean a veteran cannot enroll in both and receive benefits under both
programs. It does mean that when they need health care they must decide to receive treatment
under one program or the other.

Healthcare Provided to Veterans and their Families
There are several health care programs run by different agencies of the Federal government. In the recent controversy it has been the VA health care benefits
that have come under criticism. The Veterans Health
Administration (VHA) is a part of the United States
Department of Veterans Affairs. The focus of this article is the program run by the VHA. As long as a veteran separated from the service under any condition
other than dishonorable, he or she may be eligible for
coverage. To be eligible, the veteran must meet certain
minimum duty requirements. Some veterans may be
eligible for enhanced benefits (such as former POWs,
Purple Heart recipients, service connected disability of
10% or more, low income, etc.). Go to www.va.gov/
HEALTHBENEFITS/apply/veterans.asp for additional
information.
Other healthcare programs are available for active
and retired military personnel and their dependents. This
includes TRICARE which is not the focus of this article.
TRICARE is run by the United States Department of
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Defense Military Health System which is distinct from
the VHA.
The Choice: VA Benefits or Medicare
Nothing prohibits veterans who are eligible for both
VA health benefits and Medicare to enroll in both. In
fact, the VA recommends that all veterans who have VA
health coverage also enroll in Medicare Part A (hospitalization) and Part B (doctor and durable medical equipment bills). This is because by being in both, the veteran’s
coverage is much broader — the veteran will have the
choice to elect coverage for care under either Medicare
or his or her VA benefit.
Note that VA health care is not considered a health
insurance plan. That is why, for example, the loss of
VA coverage does not make someone eligible for the
Medicare Special Enrollment Period (SEP). The SEP
is available only when an individual loses employer
provided coverage and needs to enroll in Medicare.
Eligibility for the SEP means that the penalty for late
enrollment — meaning enrolling outside the Initial

Enrollment Period at age 65 — will
Jim is a CPA and
veterans who do not. Those vetnot apply. This may come as a surprise
is president of
erans with the highest priority
to a veteran who losses his or her VA
Me d i c a re Aw a re
will be less susceptible to Federal
coverage and enrolls in Medicare only
a company that
budget cuts. Those veterans havto find out the late penalty applies.
works with clients
ing the lowest priority may lose
If a veteran opts to receive care
on understanding,
coverage altogether due to budunder Medicare, his VA benefits will
planning and
get cuts.
not pay for the care. If a veteran opts
enrolling
in
The VA provides warns veterto receive care under the VA benefit,
Medicare. He is the author of The
ans that:
her Medicare coverage will not pay for
CPA’s Guide to Financing Retirement
“There is no guarantee that
the care. Under some circumstances,
Healthcare (3rd Edition 2015)
in subsequent years Congress
the VA, while it cannot bill Medicare
published by the American Institute of
will appropriate sufficient
for the services it provides the veteran,
Certified Public Accountants. He can be
funds for VA to provide care for
it may bill the veteran’s Medicare
reached at jim@medicareaware.com or
all enrollment Priority Groups.
Supplement program for services oth630-776-3767.
This could happen if you are
erwise covered by Medicare (for more
enrolled in one of the lower
information, see http://www.va.gov/healthbenefits/cost/ Priority Groups. This would leave you with no health
insurance.asp). On the other hand, Medicare will pay
care coverage.” http://www.va.gov/healthbenefits/
for any non-authorized services that are otherwise cov- cost/insurance.asp)
ered by Medicare. In order to pay for these benefits, the
Given the uncertainty of VA coverage, enrolling in
care must be delivered at a facility that accepts Medicare Medicare can ensure health care coverage should VA
coverage.
benefits be cut or eliminated.
By signing up for Medicare Part B when first eligible,
Medicare Part D covers prescription drug benefits.
the veteran will not be subject to the 10% late enrollIn many cases, VA prescription drug coverage is better
ment fee. The 10% late enrollment fee applies to each 12
and less expensive than Part D. Unlike the Part B late enmonth period the veteran delays enrollment penalty, the Part D late
rollment. This applies whether or not,
enrollment penalty will not apply
the veteran is eligible for VA benefits
if you opt to be covered under the
VA benefits and
during the period of delay. The results
VA program and only later elect
Medicare
are
separate
are similar if the veteran decides to
to take Part D. That is because the
drop Medicare Part B for any reason.
VA prescription drug program is
programs and do
The VA encourages veterans to
considered creditable — equal to
not work together.
enroll and remain in Medicare due to
or better than Medicare Part D.
the delay in reinstatement should the
There are advantages to enThis does not mean a
veteran decide to reenroll and the aprolling in both the VA prescripplication of the penalty:
tion drug plan and Part D. You
veteran cannot enroll
“If you cancel your Medicare
can use the VA’s mail order drug
in
both
and
receive
Part B Coverage, you need to know
program; you can use your Part
that you cannot be reinstated until
D card at retail pharmacy. If the
benefits under both
January of the following year, AND
VA does not cover some mediprograms.
you may be penalized for reinstatecations you require, Part D may.
ment. For these reasons, VA encourPrescriptions you receive from a
ages you to keep your private health
non-VA doctor can be filled using
insurance.” (http://www.va.gov/healthbenefits/cost/
your Part D plan.
insurance.asp)
Advisors owe it to their clients who are veterans of
Benefits vary depending on a number of factors. U.S. military service to help them review their availFor example, coverage will vary based on whether or
able options for health care. Veterans should consider
not the veteran has any service related injuries. Veterans
enrolling in Medicare even if they are eligible for VA
with service related injuries will have priority over those
benefits. □
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Structuring LLC with Capital Interest,
Profits Interest, NCO, Compensatory
Option, and Convertible Debt and Equity
BY OLEG POLYATSK IY

U
U

nder the check-the-box regulations, multi-member LLCs are classified, by default, as
partnerships for federal income tax purposes.1 Under Subchapter K of the Internal
2
3
such LLCs
may issuemulti-member
various types ofLLCs
interests.
type of
Revenue
nder the Code
check-the-box
regulations,
are Each
classified,
byinterest
default,has
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different economic
and
tax
characteristics,
and
is
suited
1solely for a specific type of stakeholder.
partnerships for federal income tax purposes. Under Subchapter K of the Internal
By properly
aligning
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mayEach
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incentivize
2 interests and
such LLCs3 maystakeholders,
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type to
of interest
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Revenue
Code
and
provide
supplemental
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to
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re-characterize
employees’
compensation
different economic and tax characteristics, and is suited solely for a specific type of stakeholder.
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ordinaryaligning
incomeLLC
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capital gain,
investors’these
recognition
gain,beadjust
level
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anddefer
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to incentivize
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risk
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decreasecompensation
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article will
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compensation
describe
the economic
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the following
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theinvestors’
type of stakefrom ordinary
income and
intotax
capital
gain, deferofinvestors’
recognition
of gain,and
adjust
level
holders
that
they
best
suit:
capital
interest,
profits
interest,
noncompensatory
option,
compensaof risk and return, decrease an LLC’s interest expense, and provide other benefits. This article will
tory
option,
and convertible
debt
and equity. of the following LLC interests and the type of stakedescribe
the economic
and tax
characteristics
TravelCenters
of Am.,best
LLC v.suit:
Brog, 2008
WL 1746987,
at *1 (Del.
Ch. April
3, 2008). noncompensatory option, compensaholders
that they
capital
interest,
profits
interest,
All reference to the “Code” is referring to the Internal Revenue Code.
toryInoption,
and
convertible
equity.
this article, all
references
to an “LLC”debt
means aand
limited
liability company that is treated as a partnership for federal tax purposes.

1
2
3

CAPITAL Interest
The most common type of an LLC interest is a capital
interest, which an LLC issues in exchange for a prospective member’s contribution of cash, property, or services.
Generally, the capital interest entitles the investor to a
1
2
3
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TravelCenters of Am., LLC v. Brog, 2008 WL 1746987, at *1 (Del. Ch.
April 3, 2008).
All reference to the “Code” is referring to the Internal Revenue
Code.
In this article, all references to an “LLC” means a limited liability
company that is treated as a partnership for federal tax
purposes.
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portion of the LLC’s current value equal to the fair market
value (“FMV”) of her contribution (which, generally, she is
entitled to receive upon the LLC’s liquidation) and an allocation of the LLC’s future profits.
If an investor contributes cash or property in exchange
for an LLC’s capital interest, the general rule is that neither
the investor nor the LLC recognizes gain or loss.4 However,
if a service provider contributes services in exchange for
an LLC’s capital interest, the FMV of the received capital
4

IRC 721(a).

interest (i.e., the received current value)
Oleg Polyatskiy,
to service providers upon the sale of
is treated as compensation, causing the
JD, MBA, CPA,
the LLC (no allocation of operating
service provider to recognize compenis an associate at
income); (ii) only allocate certain
sation income and entitling the LLC to
Clingen, Callow
types of income that arise directly
a compensation deduction (to avoid this
& McLean, LLC.
from the service provider’s efforts;
5
result, see Profits Interest section below).
He is also currently
(iii) vest only in case the service proAfter being granted the interest, the new
pursuing his
vider continues her employment
member annually receives her Schedule
L.L.M. in Taxation
with the LLC for a certain period
K-1 with allocation of LLC’s income and
at the Northwestern University School of
of time; or (iv) vest only in case the
loss upon which she is taxed. If the memLaw. Oleg received his JD/MBA degree
LLC or service provider achieves a
ber sells her interest after holding it for
from The University of Iowa College
certain level of performance (e.g.,
more than one year, she recognizes: (i)
of Law and Henry B. Tippie School of
sales volume or EBITDA-earnings
ordinary income on any gain allocated to
Management in 2010. He received his
before interest, taxes, depreciation
inventory, unrealized receivables, and debachelor’s degree in finance from The
and amortization). In addition to
preciation recapture (“hot assets”),6 and
University of Iowa in 2006.
being a good incentive mechanism,
(ii) long term capital gain (“LTCG”) on
a profits interest is also a form of
the remaining amount of gain.7
supplemental compensation to the service provider, which
In light of the foregoing economic and tax factors, it is may be a vital tool for an LLC to attract talent in its initial
optimal for the LLC to issue a capital interest when an invesstages when cash flow to pay salaries is lacking.
tor is seeking: (i) to contribute cash or property (not services
A general tax principle under Code § 83(a) is that a sersince such contribution is taxable); (ii) a rate of return that
vice provider is taxed upon the FMV of property she receives
is proportionate to the LLC’s overall return; (iii) risk that is in exchange for her services. With respect to a capital intermitigated by the received capital interest that entitles the in- est, as mentioned above, a service provider is taxed upon the
vestor to receive her portion of the LLC’s value in case of a
FMV of the capital interest she receives in exchange for her
liquidation; (iv) to currently recognize her share of the LLC’s services.8 Conceptually, a profits interest entitling the owner
income and loss, which may be capital gain or ordinary in- to future profits has value. Had the general tax principle
come; and (v) upon disposition of her interest, to recognize under Code § 83(a) applied, the issuance of profits interest
would be a taxable event. The service provider would be taxed
LTCG (subject to ordinary income on “hot assets”).
upon the FMV of the profits interest she receives in exchange
for her services. However, the IRS has adopted a liquidation
PROFITS INTEREST
approach for measuring the value of a profits interest for tax
Generally, a profits interest is issued to a service provider
purposes. In Rev. Proc. 93-27, the IRS stated that it will not
in consideration for her performance of services for the LLC.
treat the issuance of profits interest as a taxable event as long
Unlike a capital interest that entitles a member to her share of
the LLC’s current value, a profits interest entitles the contrib- as the granted interest would not entitle the service provider
utor solely to a portion of the LLC’s future value (i.e., prof- to receive any proceeds if immediately following issuance of
its). Having a stake in the LLC’s future profits aligns the ser- the interest the LLC was liquidated (“Deemed Liquidation”)
vice provider’s incentives with the remaining members to in- by selling its assets for FMV and distributing the proceeds
crease the value and profits of the LLC. Profits interests may to its members (“Liquidation Approach”). Hence, under the
current tax regime, issuance of a properly structured profits
be structured in a variety of ways to ensure that they properly
align service providers’ incentives. For instance, profits inter- interest to a services provider in exchange for services is not a
ests may be granted that: (i) only allocate the LLC’s profits taxable event for the service provider or LLC.9
5

6
7

Treas. Reg. 1.721-1(b)(1) & 1.721-1(b)(2). The investor’s basis
in her received interest equals her basis in the contributed
cash or property, increased by any gain recognized upon the
contribution, including gain recognized from contribution of
services. (IRC 722) The LLC’s basis in the contributed property
equals the investor’s basis, increased by any gain recognized by
the contributor upon the contribution. (IRC 723)
IRC 751.
IRC 741.

8
9

Treasury Regulation 1.721-1(b)(1).
Rev. Proc. 93-27, however, nonrecognition does not apply if
“(1) If the profits interest relates to a substantially certain and
predictable stream of income from partnership assets, such as
income from high-quality debt securities or a high-quality net
lease; (2) If within two years of receipt, the partner disposes
of the profits interest; or (3) If the profits interest is a limited
partnership interest in a “publicly traded partnership” within the
meaning of section 7704(b) of the Internal Revenue Code.”
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To comply with Rev. Proc. 93-27, prior to the issuance
of the profits interest the LLC must revalue its assets and allocate any book gain (i.e., current value that has been accrued
but not recorded on books) to its current members’ capital
accounts.10 The revaluation ensures that upon issuance the
recipient of the profits interest is not entitled to receive any
liquidation proceeds, as required under Rev. Proc. 93-27.
After the issuance of the profits interest, the service provider
annually receives her Schedule K-1 with allocation of the
LLC’s income, at which time she is taxed on the K-1 allocation. Although the profits interest is granted in exchange
for services, it entitles the service provider to a portion of the
LLC’s future gain, which may be capital or ordinary. Hence,
allowing the service provider’s compensation that would otherwise be taxed as ordinary income to be potentially re-characterized into capital gain. Further, if the service provider sells
her interest after holding it for more than a year she recognizes LTCG (subject to ordinary income on “hot assets”);
again potentially re-characterizing consideration she receives
for her services from ordinary income into LTCG that is
taxed at preferential capital gain rates.11
An LLC may also issue substantially unvested profits
interest that is contingent upon a service provider’s continuance of employment with the LLC for a certain period of
time (e.g., five years) or achievement of certain performance
(e.g., two million in sales). Under Rev. Proc. 2001-43, neither the issuance nor vesting of the unvested profits interest is
a taxable event as long as (i) the service provider is treated as a
member of the LLC, with her salary being treated as self-employment income; (ii) the service provider takes into account
her distributive share of the LLC’s gain and loss; and (iii) the
LLC does not take a deduction upon the issuance or vesting
of the interest.12 The IRS Rev. Proc. 2001-43 provides that
neither the issuance nor vesting of the unvested profits interest will be a taxable event provided the following requirements are met: First, the service provider must be treated as
a member of the LLC from the time the unvested profits interest is issued. This means that the service provider will receive an annual Schedule K-1 and her salary will be treated as
self-employment income. Second, the service provider must
take into account her distributive share of the LLC’s gain
and loss during the time the profits interest is unvested and
vested; however, if the profits interest is eventually forfeited,
10
11
12
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Treas. Reg. 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f)(5)(iii)
Upon the issuance of the profits interest, the service provider
receives a zero basis in her interest.
See Rev. Proc. 2001-43 and Afshin Beyzaee, Practical
Considerations for Issuing Profits Interests, Part 1, TaxPractice,
p12 (June 16, 2014).
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the service provider is prohibited from taking a deduction for
the previously allocated gain.13 Third, the LLC is not allowed
to take a compensation deduction upon either granting or
vesting of the profits interest.
However, if an LLC’s issuance of any unvested profits
interests falls outside of the protection provided under Rev.
Proc. 93-27 and 2001-43, then the general tax principle of
Code § 83(a) applies, causing the service provider to recognize the FMV of any vested interest as compensation taxed
as ordinary income. For instance, in year 1 an LLC that is
then worth $100,000 grants a service provider a 5% profits interest that will vest upon the sale of the LLC. The LLC
incorrectly revalues its assets causing the service provider to
receive a $1,000 capital interest in addition to the 5% profits
interest, and thereby lose the protection of Rev. Proc. 93-27
and 2001-43. In year 7 the LLC is sold for $5,100,000. The
service provider is entitled to $250,000 of the sale proceeds.
Without the protection of Rev. Proc. 93-27 and 2001-43,
Code §83(a) may characterize the full $250,000 as compensation for services, taxable as ordinary income. To avoid this
draconian result, the recipient of the profits interest should
make a Code §83(b) election within 30 days of receipt of
the profits interest. Code §83(b) election allows the granted
unvested profits interest to be treated as a vested interest.
Any appreciation of such deemed vested interest is not subject to Code §83(a). In the above example, if a Code §83(b)
elected had been made, upon the sale of the LLC $1,000 of
the granted capital interest would be treated as compensation
taxed as ordinary income, while the remaining $249,000
would be treated as proceeds from sale of the LLC subject
to capital gain tax rate and ordinary income rate upon hot
assets.
In light of the foregoing economic and tax factors, it is
optimal to issue profits interest when a stakeholder is seeking: (i) to contribute services; (ii) to share the upside of the
LLC’s appreciation; and (iii) to potentially re-characterize
consideration received for services from ordinary income to
LTCG with a preferential capital gain tax rate for the service
provider.
NONCOMPENSATORY OPTION
A noncompensatory option (“NCO”) tends to be a
high-risk, high-return investment interest. In a common scenario, an investor pays a premium to the LLC in exchange for
an option to purchase a certain portion of the LLC’s capital
13

Afshin Beyzaee, Practical Considerations for Issuing Profits
Interests, Part 1, TaxPractice, p14 (June 16, 2014); Also see
Treasury Regulation § 1.83-2(a).

interest (“NCO Interest”) for a specified term and exercise
The characteristics of an NCO are demonstrated by the
price. An investor generally would exercise the option only following example. Investor A pays a premium of $2,000 for
if the FMV of the NCO Interest exceeds the exercise price. an NCO that allows him to acquire a 20% capital interest in
The high-risk associated with an NCO arises from the possi- an LLC for a $50,000 exercise price within the next five years.
bility that the NCO Interest may fail to appreciate above the
The LLC is currently valued at $200,000, with a 20% capital
exercise price, causing the investor to abstain from exercising
interest worth $40,000. By the fourth year, the LLC apprecithe option and losing her entire investates to a value of $400,000, so that a
ment of the premium payment (com20% capital interest is worth $80,000.
pare to a capital interest, with which the
Investor A exercises her NCO by payA general tax principle
investor does not lose any portion of her
ing the LLC the $50,000 exercise
under Code § 83(a) is
investment if the LLC does not appreprice. Upon the exercise of the option,
ciate). The high-return attribute of an
the LLC revalues its assets and prothat a service provider
NCO arises from the chance that the
vides investor A with an LLC interLLC may appreciate, in which case the
est that represents 20% of the LLC’s
is taxed upon the
investor may realize a return that is discurrent FMV; her capital account
FMV
of
property
she
proportionately greater than the LLC’s
equals a value of $80,000. Her tax
overall growth (compare to a capital
basis in her LLC interest is $52,000.
receives in exchange
interest, with which the investor tends
Although the investor is credited with
for her services
to realize a return proportionate to the
gain on her capital account, neither
LLC’s rate of return). By adjusting the
investor A nor the LLC recognizes any
size of the NCO Interest, the premium,
gain for federal income tax purposes
exercise price, and term of the NCO, the LLC and investor upon the premium or exercise payment. If investor A sells
can adjust the level of risk and anticipated return.
her interest more than a year after acquiring it, she recognizes
An investor’s payment of the premium for the NCO and
LTCG (subject to ordinary income on “hot assets”).
payment of the NCO exercise price is not a taxable event for
In light of the foregoing economic and tax factors, it is
14
the investor or the LLC. However, a contribution of prop- optimal to issue NCO when an investor is seeking: (i) to inerty for the NCO in lieu of a premium payment is treated as vest cash as a premium payment (since contribution of propa taxable exchange solely for the investor, causing the inveserty and services are taxable); (ii) a high rate of return that is
tor to recognize any built-in-gain in the contributed prop- disproportionate to the LLC’s overall return; (iii) a high risk
erty and the LLC to receive the property with a FMV basis.15
of losing her entire investment; (iv) no allocation of LLC’s
Until the investor exercises her option, she is not considered a
income and loss until the option is exercised; and (v) upon
member of the LLC and does not receive an annual Schedule
disposition of her NCO Interest, recognizing LTCG (subject
K-1 with allocation of the LLC’s income or loss. When the
to ordinary income on “hot assets”).
16
investor exercises the option, the LLC revalues its assets to
book up its capital account to FMV, and provides the in- COMPENSATORY OPTION
vestor with the LLC’s capital interest that was subject to the
The compensatory option is issued to a service provider
NCO. The investor’s basis in her capital interest consists of
in consideration for her performance of services for the LLC.
the aggregate amount of her premium and exercise price for
As with profits interest, a compensatory option may be used
the NCO. If the member disposes of her LLC interest after
to incentivize service providers and as a form of supplemental
holding it for more than a year, she recognizes LTCG (subject
compensation. The option allows the service provider to purto ordinary income on “hot assets”).
chase a certain portion of the LLC’s capital interest (“Option
Interest”) for a set exercise price in the future. As with NCO,
14 Treasury Regulation 1.721-2(h). However, under Treasury
the service provider exercises her option only if the FMV of
Regulation 1.721-2(b)(1), premium has to be paid with cash
the Option Interest eventually exceeds the exercise price.
for the non-recognition principle to apply. If investor pays the
premium with property, then she will recognize the built in
Issuance of a compensatory option is not taxable ungain or loss in such property. Treasury Regulation 1.721-2(a)(1).
less the option has a readily ascertainable FMV.17 Unlike an
Under Treasury Regulations 1.721-2(a)(1), exercise price may be
15
16

paid via cash or property without recognition of gain or loss.
Treasury Regulation 1.721-2(b).
Treasury Regulation 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(s). Upon revaluation
the increase in assets is allocated first to the investor up to her
capital account.

17

IRC 83(e)(3). Grant of compensatory option is not taxable
provided the option does not have a readily ascertainable fair
market value.
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unvested profits interest, the service provider cannot make
an election under Code §83(b) with respect to the Option
Interest. Also, unlike a profits interest, the service provider
is not treated as a partner until the compensatory option is
exercised (service provider does not receive Schedule K-1,
and does not receive an allocation of income/loss to be recognized prior to the option exercise). The service provider
continues to be an employee and report her compensation
on Form W-2 (not self-employment). Upon exercising the
option, the service provider recognizes compensation as ordinary income (unlike profits interests which may generate
capital gain), and the LLC receives a compensation deduction, equal to the difference between the exercise price and
the then FMV of the Option Interest.18
In light of the foregoing economic and tax factors, it is
optimal to issue a compensatory option for service providers
seeking: (i) to contribute services; (ii) to share the upside of
the LLC’s appreciation; and (iii) to not receive any allocation
of the LLC’s income prior to actually exercising the option,
nor be subject to self-employment income.
CONVERTIBLE DEBT AND EQUITY
Generally, debt is less risky than equity,19 but its return is
limited to its interest rate without sharing any upside of the
LLC’s appreciation. A preferred interest in an LLC is often
structured similarly to debt by having priority liquidating
distribution rights but a limited rate of return. To override
the limited return of debt or preferred equity, the LLC may
issue convertible debt or equity. The conversion feature permits the LLC debt (or preferred interest) to be converted
into an LLC capital interest that has unlimited return and
shares the benefits of the LLC appreciation. In return for the
debt’s (or preferred interest’s) conversion feature, the LLC is
charged a lower interest rate.
Upon the conversion of debt or equity, neither the LLC
nor the investor recognizes any gain or loss.20 The LLC revalues its assets21 to book up capital accounts to FMV, and
provides the investor with her portion of the LLC’s capital
interest. Upon the conversion of debt, the investor becomes
a member of the LLC and receives an annual Schedule K-1
18
19
20

21
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IRC 83(h).
Debt is generally less risky than equity because upon liquidation
of the entity creditors are distributed proceeds prior to equity
holders.
Treasury Regulation 1.721-1(d)(1). However, non-recognition
does not apply with respect to converting accrued interest on
any debt into equity, in which case creditor recognizes income
and LLC recognizes a deduction.
Treasury Regulation 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(s). Upon revaluation
the increase in assets is allocated first to the investor up to her
capital account.
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with allocation of the LLC’s income or loss. The basis of the
investor’s new LLC interest equals the former basis of the converted debt or preferred interest. If the member disposes of her
capital interest after holding it for more than a year, she recognizes LTCG (subject to ordinary income on “hot assets”).
The characteristics of convertible debt are demonstrated by the following example. Members A and B contribute $50,000 each to an LLC, and creditor C lends the
LLC $100,000 at a 5% annual interest rate in exchange for
a promissory note that is convertible into 25% of an LLC
capital interest. During each of the first three years, the
LLC has income of $5,000, all of which is paid to creditor C as interest. In the fourth year, the LLC invents a new
product, dramatically increasing the value of the LLC from
$100,000 to $1,000,000. Subsequently, creditor C converts
her promissory note into a 25% capital interest in the LLC.
Upon conversion, the LLC revalues its assets and credits new
member C with a $250,000 capital account (equal to 25%
of the company’s FMV). Although the investor realizes a
$150,00022 gain on the conversion, neither the investor nor
the LLC recognizes any gain for federal income tax purposes.
Creditor C receives a $100,000 basis in her 25% capital interest. If she disposes of her interest after more than a year, she
will recognize LTCG (subject to ordinary income on “hot assets”). Although prior to the conversion creditor C’s return
was limited to her 5% interest rate that was taxed as ordinary
income, the conversion allows her to share the upside of the
LLC’s appreciation and reap a 150%23 return on her investment that will be taxed as LTCG (subject to ordinary income
on “hot assets”).
In light of the foregoing economic and tax factors, convertible debt or equity should be granted when an investor
is seeking: (i) to contribute cash or property (services are
taxable); (ii) to have a lower rate of return in exchange for a
right to share the upside of LLC’s appreciation; (iii) a lower
risk due to debt’s or preferred interest’s priority distribution
upon liquidation of the LLC; and (iv) with respect to debt,
to change the character of income from ordinary income to
LTCG (subject to ordinary income on “hot assets”).
By issuing one or more of the forgoing LLC interests,
the LLC and potential stakeholders can develop a versatile
capital structure to accommodate their goals of converting
ordinary income into capital gain, deferring recognition of
gain, incentivizing and providing supplemental compensation to employees, reducing LLC debt service expense, and
related benefits. □
22
23

$250,000 - $100,000 = $150,000.
($250,000 - $100,000) / $100,000 = 150%.
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ILLINOIS LAW UPDATE

New Decisions
in Employment and
Family Law
EDITED BY MICH A EL R. SITR ICK

EMPLOYMENT LAW
Illinois Supreme Court strikes down
2013 pension reform law as unconstitutional and permanently enjoins
its enforcement.
In re Pension Reform Litigation,
2015 IL 118585, 2015 WL 2258404
(May 8, 2015)
By Michael R. Sitrick1
In a unanimous decision, the
Illinois Supreme Court affirmed the
trial court’s judgment declaring Public
Act 98-599 (the “Act”), which had
amended the Illinois Pension Code to
reduce retirement annuity benefits for
government employees who became
members of four of five of Illinois’
pension systems prior to 2011, to be
unconstitutional and permanently enjoined its enforcement. The case had
originated as five separate actions filed
by various members of the retirement
systems and groups representing them
and was consolidated into one action.
The Court considered three issues
on appeal: 1) whether the Act’s reduction of retirement annuity benefits
owed to members of the retirement
systems at issue violated the pension protection clause of the Illinois
Constitution; 2) if so, whether the Act’s
reduction of those benefits can be upheld as a proper exercise of the State’s
police power; and 3) if not, are the
invalid provisions of the Act severable
1
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from the remainder of the statute.
The Court first determined that
the Act plainly violated the Illinois
Constitution’s pension protection
clause which expressly states that “[m]
embership in any pension or retirement system of the State . . . shall be
an enforceable contractual relationship, the benefits of which shall not be
diminished or impaired.” (Emphasis
in opinion). The Court reasoned that
retirement annuity benefits are “unquestionably a ‘benefit of [a] contractually-enforceable relationship resulting from membership’ in the . . . Statefunded retirement systems” and are
“among the most important benefits
provided by [them].” As such, it found
it impossible for the annuity reduction provisions of the Act to be reconciled with the Constitution’s pension
protection clause as they “contravene
[the clause’s] . . . clear requirements”
and represent an “overstep[ing of ] the
scope of [the General Assembly’s] legislative power.”
The Court next addressed the
State’s argument that its finances
had become so dire that the General
Assembly was authorized to invoke the
State’s police powers and override the
Illinois Constitution “in the interests
of the greater public good.” In rejecting this argument, the Court noted
that the State’s financial woes are not
unique and that scrutiny of its legislative action in utilizing its police power

is appropriate in an instance such as
this where the General Assembly “seeks
to impair a contract to which it is itself
a party and its interest in avoiding the
contract or changing its terms is financial.” The Court went on to state that
“because the [S]tate’s self-interest is at
stake whenever it seeks to modify its
own financial obligations, the United
States Supreme Court has made it
clear that it is not appropriate to give
the [S]tate’s legislature the same deference it would otherwise be afforded
with regard to whether the impairment
is reasonable and necessary to serve an
important public purpose.” As such,

Michael R. Sitrick is the director
of development for the DuPage
Foundation in Wheaton, Illinois.
He received his B.S. in Business
Management and a minor in Music
from Millikin University in Decatur,
Illinois, where he graduated magna
cum laude. He received his J.D. from
Loyola University Chicago School of
Law, where he also earned a certificate
in Trial Advocacy, received two
CALI Awards, was recognized on the
Dean’s List multiple semesters, and
was president of Loyola’s chapter of
the International Legal Fraternity of
Phi Delta Phi. He is currently vice
president of the Suburban Chicago
Planned Giving Council.

the ms managed to avoid and . . . it is
a crisis for which the General Assembly
itself is largely responsible.” The Court
also chastised the General Assembly for
not taking other less drastic measures
sooner such as adopting a new schedule
for amortizing the unfunded liabilities
and seeking additional tax revenue on a
more permanent basis.
With regard to the last issue of
whether the invalid provisions of the
statute were severable, the Court held
that they were not and ruled that the
entire statute must fall given that its
provisions were a part of an “‘integral
bipartisan package’” and that “[t]he
annuity reduction provisions [were]
. . . not merely central to the statute
[but] . . . its very reason for being.”
Accordingly, leaving the remaining
provisions standing without the core
sections would result in a legislation
package no longer reflecting the legislature’s intent.
FAMILY LAW
The recalculating of a spouse’s
child support obligation from the
date upon which he was found to
have committed fraud on the court
during contempt proceedings for
failing to pay child support is warranted as is the assessment of interest
on the unpaid portion.
In re Marriage of Rocha, 2015
IL App (3d) 140470, 2015 WL
1668572 (April 15, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya A.
Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, Leah D.
Setzen, and David J. Zwaska2
In re Marriage of Rocha, the
husband was ordered to pay child
support of $150 per week to the
wife pursuant to a 1998 judgment
for dissolution of marriage. The husband moved to reduce the payment
2
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in 2001 claiming he had become
unemployed. The court granted his
motion, but in 2001 the wife succeeded in vacating the order upon
showing that the husband’s former
employer was supplementing his
unemployment. Eighteen months
later, the wife filed a Petition for
Rule to Show Cause alleging that
the husband had failed to pay support at the rate ordered by the court
resulting in an arrearage of $11,000.
Frequent court visits ensued culminating with a July 2003 hearing
wherein the court set the husband’s
final arrearage at $7,739, ordered
him to pay $1,000 to reduce that
amount within seven days and then
$100 per week over and above his
required $150. Several years later in
2010, the parties agreed to increase
the husband’s payments to $493.67
on a bi-weekly basis in light of the
fact that he had secured a good-paying job at a hospital. However,
unbeknownst to the wife and the
court, the husband had started this
job prior to the July 2003 hearing.
Upon discovering this fact during a
2011 deposition, the wife moved to
vacate the trial court’s 2003 support
order due to the husband’s alleged
fraud. A hearing was held and the
trial court found for the wife and ordered the husband to pay more than
$32,000 in retroactive child support
and interest. The husband appealed
arguing that the trial court’s ruling
was not supported by the evidence,
and that the court improperly
awarded retroactive child support
plus interest prior to the date the
wife filed her petition to increase
child support in 2010.
The Court upheld the trial
court’s ruling as to support, based
upon the former husband’s failure to disclose his current employment at the hearing, as he had been

employed at the hospital since 2003.
It also rejected the husband’s argument that he was never directly
asked about his current employment
and other arguments as to why he
failed to disclose his current employment at a contempt proceeding
for failure to pay support. As such,
it affirmed the trial court’s finding
that the husband’s failure to disclose
his current employment was a fraud
upon the court.
The Court also affirmed the trial
court’s award to the wife of unpaid
support back to 2003 plus interest
on the basis that the husband should
not be rewarded for his fraud and
failure to properly disclose his income from employment, and that
such a ruling was properly supported by statute. The Court reasoned that the trial court’s ruling
properly placed the wife in the position she would have been in had the
husband properly disclosed his employment and not committed fraud.
As such, the Court affirmed the trial
court’s award of unpaid support in
the sum of $32,419 and $17,640 in
statutory interest. The case was remanded for further proceedings as
to a payment plan on the arrearage
and interest.
A court cannot impute income
from a parent’s new spouse when
allocating educational expenses for
the parents of a college-age child
when the parent at issue does not
work or possess joint accounts with
her new spouse or have access to the
spouse’s accounts.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 40
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In re M.M., 2015 IL App (2d)
140772, 2015 WL 1361130 (March
26, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya A.
Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, Leah D.
Setzen, and David J. Zwaska3
In In re M.M., the mother appealed the trial court’s ruling regarding the allocation of college expenses
for the parties’ one child pursuant to
Section 513 of the Illinois Marriage
and Dissolution of Marriage Act. In
its ruling, the trial court imputed the
income of the mother’s new spouse as
a baseline for determining the mother’s contribution toward the college
expenses. The facts showed that the
mother had been a stay-at-home
mom for many years, that she and
her husband shared no joint bank
accounts, that she had no access to
his accounts, and that she had no
source of income apart from the child
support she was receiving from her
child’s father.
On appeal, the Court analyzed
several cases, including Drysch
and Street, which held that a court
may consider a new spouse’s income as part of a parent’s “financial resources” for purposes of
Section 513. However, these cases
and their progeny also hold that a
court may consider a new spouse’s
income only to the extent that it
frees up the payee’s own assets for
contribution. The cases do not provide a mechanism for imputing a
3
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new spouse’s income to the other
spouse. Accordingly, the Court
found these cases instructive in analyzing the complete picture of the
mother’s financial resources and in
not allowing her to shield some of
her financial resources from the trial
court’s consideration. However, the
Court distinguished these cases because, here, the mother was a stayat-home mom who relied on her
new husband for just about all of
her financial needs. Additionally,
unlike the mothers in Drysch and
Street, she did not receive an allowance from her new spouse, did
not have any joint bank accounts
with her new spouse, and did not
have access to her new spouse’s accounts. Thus, Court found that the
trial court erred when it used the income of the mother’s new spouse as
a baseline for determining her contribution toward her child’s college
expenses.
The Court further noted that
any other imputation of income to
the mother on some other basis was
improper in light of the holding in
the Gosney case. Gosney provides
a mechanism for imputing income
to a parent if the court finds that
the payee is either voluntarily unemployed, is attempting to evade
a support obligation, or has unreasonably failed to take advantage of
an employment opportunity. Here,
however, since the trial court failed
to make any of these necessary factual findings, the Court found it

erred in imputing income to the
mother. Accordingly, the Court reversed and remanded the case for
proper allocation of educational
expenses consistent with the abovestated rules.
Illinois Marriage and Dissolution
of Marriage Act does not preclude
equal parenting time or require
a court to designate a residential
custodian.
In re Marriage of Perez, 2015 IL App
(3d) 140876, 2015 WL 1510780
(April 3, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya A.
Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller, Victoria
C. Kelly, Hillary A. Sefton, Leah D.
Setzen, and David J. Zwaska4
In In re Marriage of Perez, the
wife filed for a dissolution of marriage against her husband and argued for primary custody of her
child. The husband also argued for
primary custody. Upon the holding
of an evidentiary hearing, the trial
court elected to award the parents
joint custody of the child based on
a showing that they were both excellent caregivers and cooperated
together well for the child’s best interest. The order further stated that
any disagreement between them
should be handled by “reducing
their positions to writing, engaging
in a discussion, and going to mediation if necessary.” However, the wife
refused to collaborate on developing a new parenting schedule with
4
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the husband, rejected a mediation
hearing and appealed the court’s
judgment of dissolution. She appealed arguing that the trial court
erred in dividing parenting time for
their child 50/50 and in failing to
name her home as the child’s primary residence.
The Court affirmed the trial
court’s decision to establish a 50/50
parenting schedule between the parties without any designation as to
which parent was the primary residential custodian. The Court found
that the wife and husband lived in
close proximity to one another, exhibited an extraordinary level of

cooperation with respect to joint
parenting, were heavily involved in
the child’s life and wished to continue that involvement, and that it
was in the best interest of the child to
continue to maximize each parent’s
involvement in the child’s life. The
Court further found that wife and
husband were both capable parents,
that their residences were suitable
and that they were cooperative with
one another and able to make shared
decisions with respect to the child.
Moreover, the parenting schedule
took into account both parents’ work
schedules and had been partially implemented with success showing no

indication that the child could not
handle or cope with a 50/50 parenting schedule. Lastly, the Court rejected the wife’s argument that the
trial court erred by not designating
her as the residential custodian. The
Court held that Section 602.1 of the
Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of
Marriage Act does not preclude equal
parenting time or require the designation of a primary residential custodian. It also found that the trial court
met Section 602.1’s requirement for
determining the physical residence
of the child by establishing on which
days the child would reside with each
parent.□

We’ve changed our name, not our mission
Our firm remains dedicated to resolving all manner
of employment issues and concerns on behalf
of employees and small employers.
The Law Offices of Colleen M. McLaughlin
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1751 S. Naperville Road, Suite 209
Wheaton, Illinois 60189
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It All Adds Up
BY LESLIE MONAH A N

H

onestly, I do not spend
enough time reading. I
used to be a voracious
reader and wish that I was still
doing that to set a better example
for my kids, but this season of life
is busy, so little reading gets done.
I do regularly read a couple of bloggers, one of which has a blog called
Momastery. The author’s name is
Glennon Doyle Melton. Glennon
has 345,000 people who follow
her on Facebook and she also has a
nonprofit organization that she promotes and utilizes to provide funds
to specific people and projects that
she learns about from her followers.
A couple of times a year she holds
what she calls a “Love Flash Mob”
where people are encouraged to donate, but no more than $25 per person, for twenty-four hours. She just
held one in May and in 24 hours,
raised $259,245 from 15,249 people with an average donation of
$17. I find that amazing.
I love hearing about these kinds
of projects, because it is very easy for
us to think, “I don’t have much to
give, it will not be enough to make
an impact, so I will wait until I
have more.” However, Momastery’s
work proves that many small acts
can have a huge impact. On a
smaller scale, the $5 donation to the
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DuPage County Bar Foundation
and the $15 donation to the Legal
Assistance Foundation included
on your dues invoice seems like a
small, insignificant amount, but
in 2014 $7,725 was provided to
DCBF for its grants and law school
scholarships and $23,700 was given
to Legal Aid to help them continue
to serve the poor of our community
who need assistance in family court.
I ask that you please do not opt out
of making these small contributions, for the impact is huge for the
two organizations.
These contributions to Legal
Aid are critical for their budget
due to the decrease in filing fees
and federal funds that they receive.
You can learn more about this
by regularly reading their update
page.
I would like to take some time
to let you know about an exciting new program offered by the
DuPage County Bar Foundation.
DCBF is currently awarding
Ambassador Scholarships and a
William J. Bauer Scholarship each
year. The DCBF Board has recently
approved a policy that will allow
the nonprofit to host more scholarships for other individuals or organizations, such as law firms. In fact,
at the Installation Dinner in June

we awarded the first Woodruff,
Johnson & Palermo firm scholarship thanks to the leadership
of DCBF Board Member Casey
Woodruff. If you or your firm have
ever been interested in establishing
a scholarship, please contact me
for more information. The DCBF
Board will work with you to establish the criteria for the students and
award the scholarship with little
work, but huge reward, for you.
While you may think that the
amount you could give as a scholarship is too small, consider the need
of our future attorney members.
As DCBF Board Member Harold
Conick states, “With the ever increasing cost of law school and extreme loan burden on the law students, we can make a difference in
their futures by extending a helping
hand. These scholarships can help
when the students really need it
the most. The scholarships are
based on merit. It’s a win-win for
the students and for the community
in which many of them will eventually practice law.”
Please join with other DCBA
Members in contributing to DCBF
and Legal Aid. Together, we can
have a huge impact for these organizations and our community as a
whole. □

LEGAL AID UPDATE

Legal Aid — Changes
BY CEE-CEE NAJER A

D

uPage Bar Legal Aid Service
was founded in 1975 to
meet the needs of the Court
and the public to give the indigent of
DuPage County access to legal representation. Before Legal Aid, judges
used to appoint whichever attorney was
standing in his or her courtroom when
a litigant stated they could not afford
an attorney. Legal Aid was created by
the DuPage County Bar Association,
with the leadership of Keith Roberts,
Sr. and others, to screen litigants to determine indigency and to help assign
attorneys to those in need of legal representation in certain civil matters. Our
40 year old program has been the model
for other counties’ legal assistance programs throughout the State of Illinois,
and although we are currently “restructuring”, we hope to continue to be a
program that will not turn away any
applicant that qualifies for our services.
Last year our offices were literally
under construction. Thanks to the
Bar Association, our office got a much
needed update. We moved a wall, got
rid of one cubicle, and our 80’s speckled pink and grey wallpaper came
down. This summer, our office will be
undergoing some “restructuring” to
deal with our shrinking budget. Over
the past seven years, our budget has
gradually gotten smaller because our
main source of funding has also generated less income. We remain very grateful for the grants we receive along with

the support of the DuPage County Bar
Association. They continue to sustain
our program, but the reality of our program is that we will need to “restructure” our staff, and find alternative and
additional means to fund and support
our program. Please feel free to draft
any checks to Legal Aid.
With Brenda Carroll stepping
down from her position as Director at
the end of June, her assistant will also
be leaving. This will reduce our support
staff by one. We are very thankful for
Cerena Fischer’s service to Legal Aid
for almost two years. Our staff will
also be reduced from two full time attorneys and one part time attorney to
one full time and two part time. We
will continue to have Ann Russell as
a part time attorney who will take care
of our Order of Protection cases. She
continues to be a great advocate for
domestic violence victims representing Petitioners at hearings requesting
Plenary Orders of Protection, and
through the process. Additionally,
Brenda Carroll will return to Legal Aid
in August as a part time attorney taking
care of our probate cases. Thankfully,
Brenda has agreed to take on this role. It
is a very important part of our program
for funding purposes, and our program
will continue to benefit having an attorney that has an established relationship
with Senior Services, Adult Protective
Services, nursing home representatives
around the County, and the DuPage

County Convalescent Center who
will help with disabled adult guardianships or guardianships for minors. As
Director, I will continue to take care of
the divorce and parentage cases, cover
the part time attorneys, and tackle new
administrative duties. Our office will
now only have one Administrative
Assistant that speaks Spanish, Maribel
Rodriguez; one Intake Coordinator,
Lucy Cortez, who also speaks Spanish
and oversees the application process;
and one Office Manager, Robin Roe,
who will continue to focus on grant
writing, managing the office, and
maintaining our program’s statistics.
In addition, our program will be
more reliant on volunteer help than
in the past. So, if you know anyone
who would like to volunteer, please
send them our way. Our office would
be happy to work with individuals,
universities, and colleges to set up internships where students receive credit.
We welcome high school, college,
and law school students to volunteer
in our office. They will be invaluable
to our program by helping complete
letters, pleadings, answering phones,
and helping with grant applications.
Volunteers who speak Spanish are especially in demand to help translate
for Spanish speaking clients when necessary. In turn, our office will help students learn what public interest law is
CONTINUED ON PAGE 45
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An End and A Beginning
BY JAMES F. MCCLUSKEY

I

know that in the June column I
indicated that this would be my
last Illinois State Bar Association
(ISBA) update. I lied — unintentially. Jacki Hamler, who has been my
friend and editor of my ISBA update
for the past six years, reminded me
that I am responsible for signing off in
the July edition of the DuPage County
Bar Association (DCBA) Bar Journal.
After six years as your Governor for
the ISBA, I want to thank each and
every member of the DCBA for his
or her support. You have enabled me
to be elected the Third Vice President
of the ISBA and you have my sincere
gratitude. I look forward to serving
you as the President of the ISBA in
2018-2019.
The ISBA Annual Meeting
will be held from June 18-20 at the
Grand Geneva Resort & Spa in Lake
Geneva, WI. The Board of Governors
and ISBA members will be honoring President Richard D. Felice on
July 30th at 5:00 p.m. at the ISBA
Chicago Regional Office. Please
note that yours truly is responsible
for preparing a video that will honor
and roast our own Rick Felice, so let
me know if you have a good story! It
should be a great event with, hopefully, a lot of laughs.
For the year 2015-2016,
Umberto Davi will take the reigns
as President of the ISBA. Umberto,
as we know, is a self-made man who
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came over to the United States from
Sicily at the age of 12 and went to
school not knowing how to speak one
word of English. He truly is a great
example of achieving the American
dream. Not only did he graduate
from college and law school, but he
is a very successful family law practioner in the Chicago metropolitan
area. Umberto has been a strong
supporter of the DCBA and we are
glad and honored to have him as our
ISBA President. His agenda for the
year will continue implementing
ideas for lowering law school debt
and facilitating the transition from
law school to private practice employment. In addition, he will carry
on the tradition started by President
Felice to conduct solo and small firm
conferences throughout the State of
Illinois. Instead of members coming
to ISBA, the ISBA will go to members to provide meaningful and affordable legal education programs.
President Davi, along with
President Elect Vince Cornelius, will
be working hard to develop programs
for younger lawyers so that they will
be future leaders of the state bar association. President Davi will be seeking sage advice from past president
Felice, and I know that his year will
be smooth sailing. He believes in a
strong team approach to guide and
assist the members this year. All the
officers of the ISBA will work closely

with President Davi to act as ambassadors to all the local bar associations
throughout the State of Illinois.
It is the goal of the ISBA to provide educational, legislative and social
and networking support opportunities for every member of the association. To that end, President Davi will
be visiting many areas of the state.
Besides the Chicago Regional Office,
there will be meetings in Rockford,
Bloomington, and in the St. Louis
Metro East area. This is part of
President Davi’s pledge to serve every
member of the ISBA.
At the May 2015 ISBA board
meeting, the board approved three
proposed Professional Advisory opinions, which were drafted by Charles
Northrup, General Counsel of the
ISBA and they are as follows:
Recommend 1501. This opinion
addresses non-Illinois licensed lawyers with a permanent Illinois office
practicing solely before the US patent
James F. McCluskey, a principal of
Momkus McCluskey LLC, handles a wide
range of litigation. His areas of expertise
incorporate 30 years of experience in
contract, shareholder disputes, real
estate, partnership dissolution, and
professional liability litigation. He is the
18th Circuit’s Governor of the Illinois
State Bar Association and Past President
of the DCBA.

and trademark office. The opinion
concludes that this practice is ethically permissible. An interesting
aspect is its discussion of Rule 716
and recent Illinois Supreme Court
public statements about the need
for all in-house lawyers based (but
not licensed) in Illinois to register in
Illinois under Rule 716.
Recommended Opinion 15-02.
This opinion discusses what to do
with unidentified funds in a lawyers
trust account. The opinion is notable
because it discusses new amendments
to rules of professional conduct 1.15
(effective July 1, 2015) which address
this specific issue. Under the new admendments, as reflected in the opinion, unidentified fund should be remitted to the Lawyers Trust Fund.

Recommended Opinion 15-03.
This opinion addresses issues regarding lawyers representing criminal defendants who are actively campaigning against the State’s Attorney. The
opinion concludes that while typically such a situation does not rise to
a level of conflict of interest, lawyers
should be mindful that it might in
certain circumstances. Also, even if
no conflict is present, lawyers should
be aware of the potential need to
advise their client about their campaign activity in certain circumstances. Finally, the opinion reminds
the prosecutor of his or her duty not
to engage in any retributive conduct
in this situation.
It has been a pleasure serving
you. □

LEGAL AID UPDATE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 43
all about. We are lucky enough to have
Hannah Jones, a native of Warrenville,
from the University of Kansas, volunteering in our office this summer. She
is entering her senior year, is a fluent
Spanish speaker and has already proven
to be an asset by translating for Spanish
speaking clients. Hannah was referred
to us by Michael Cetina. Thank you,
Mike! We will also have a rising 3L
volunteer in our office this summer,
Tanvi Potdukhe. Tanvi is also fluent in
Spanish and a North Central College
graduate. She expects to graduate from
University of Pittsburgh School of Law
in May of 2016 and is looking to transition back to the Chicagoland area
after graduation. She is also volunteering with Metropolitan Family Service
in Chicago this summer.

With a reduction in staff, we will
also be more reliant on the private bar
to step up and accept more pro bono
cases than in the past. We are also always looking for new members to

serve on the Legal Aid Committee
and/or Legal Assistance Foundation.
The Legal Aid Committee is made up
of DuPage County Bar Association
members that help advise our program.
The Committee meets at 8 a.m. on
the third Wednesday of every month
except July, October, January, and
April. During those months, the Legal
Aid Committee meets with the Legal
Assistance Foundation (LAF) on the
third Wednesday of those months at
4 p.m. LAF is essentially our “Board”
and the members have voting privileges
regarding the policies of our program.
Please contact our office if you have
any interest in serving on the Legal Aid
Committee or on our Board.

Although our office will be undergoing a few major changes this
Summer, I am confident that we will
weather the storm, successfully transition, and continue to serve and give the
needy of DuPage County access to the
judicial system. □

LRS Stats from
5/1/2015 to
5/31/2015:
The Lawyer Referral &
Mediation Service received a total
of 488 referrals, including 14
in Spanish (370 by telephone, 5
walk-in, and 113 online referrals) for
the month of May.
If you have questions regarding the service, attorneys please call
Cynthia Garcia at (630) 653-7779 or
email cgarcia@dcba.org. Please refer
clients to call (630) 653-9109 or request a referral through the website
at www.dcba.org.
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CLASSIFIEDS

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY

Busy St. Charles law firm looking for a part
time or full time associate with one to three
years of experience preferred for assisting in litigation, corporate, business law and commercial real estate transactions. Salary commensurate with experience. If interested, please send
your resume to amartin@dcba.org indicating
box number 150513 in the subject line.

LISLE - EXECUTIVE
CONFERENCE ROOM

Our DuPage County firm is searching for an
experienced, well-qualified attorney with a
book of business in criminal, business, or immigration law to expand our practice areas and
promote mutually beneficial referrals. If interested, please send your resume to amartin@
dcba.org indicate box number 150316 in the
subject line.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL
SECRETARY
Est. Wheaton law firm seeks a FT Admin.
Asst. exp. in litigation & corporate law. Detailorientated, highly organized, self-starter in a
fast-paced law firm environment. Proficiency
in Microsoft Office & PCLaw. Comp. Salary
& benefits. Send resume to wheatonlawfirm@
gmail.com. Mention Legal Secretary Resume
in the job title line.

SEEKING “OF COUNSEL”
AND OFFICE SHARING
RELATIONSHIP

DEPOSITION SPACE
AVAILABLE
Available for meetings, depositions, seminars,
client interviews, etc. Can be used as a mail
drop by prior arrangement.
·	Located in a professional office building
on Rt. 53 in Lisle, next to River Bend Golf
Course
·	Close to I-355 and I-88.

The DuPage Bar Center has space available to
rent for depositions or small meetings at reasonable rates. Our recently remodeled offices
have rooms to accommodate from 2 to 60.
Rental rates start at $25/hour, with a 3 hour
minimum, non-refundable deposit required.
For additional rates and availability, please
contact Ann Martin, amartin@dcba.org or
call (630) 653.7779.

·	
Wireless broadband Internet connection
available.
·	65” UHD Smart Monitor for presentations/video-conferencing
·	Use of common areas, including waiting
room and kitchenette
·	Terms $25 per hour or $125 per day.

County Court Reporters, Inc.
600 S. County Farm Rd.

ADDITIONAL OFFICE SPACE ALSO
AVAILABLE. (630) 960-0500 tman@irstax.
com www.irstax.com
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Know Your Website
www.dcba.org

The DCBA Brief
is available electronically
on the website. Take it
with you wherever you go.
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Display Adver�sing —Member Rates
For complete informa�on
see DcbaBrief.org

1/6 $195 $189 $185 $175
Page
Add $230 per issue for color ads, any size
Excludes cover ads.
To place an ad or for more informaƟon,
call (630) 653—7779.

WHERE TO BE IN JULY

J

Get Your Clubs Ready For Fun and To
Benefit Some Good Causes—
The Golf Outing and Dinner
Are Set For July 9th

uly 9th will be a great summer
day to enjoy the company of your
friends for the annual golf outing
and dinner, which will again be held
at the Naperville Country Club. The
golf outing is not only a fun time, but
also benefits the DuPage County Bar
Foundation (a raffle) and Legal Aid
(beat the President hole).
The schedule of events is as
follows:
Noon	
Registration starts, box
lunch
1:30 p.m. Shot gun start
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6:00 p.m.	One-hour open bar
6:30 p.m.	Buffet dinner
7:30 p.m. Raffle announcements
Registration for the golf outing
includes 18 holes of golf with a cart,
a box lunch, beverages on the course,
a gift bag, the cocktail hour before
dinner and the dinner. The early bird
price for an individual golfer is $200.
If registration is after July 2, the price
increases to $225. A foursome costs
$800 and the price increases to $900
if you register after July 2. During
registration, you will prompted

to include the names of those you
would like to golf with.
We also encourage the non-golfers to come out for dinner and the raffle. A dinner-only ticket is $65 with
a discounted ticket for a government
lawyer or new lawyer (four years or
less) at $45.
The Naperville Country Club is
located at 25W570 Chicago Avenue
in Naperville. If you have any questions, contact Cindy Allston by email
at callston@dcba.or or call her at
630-653-7779. □

Don’t handle injury cases? WE DO!
Our team of seven lawers do
one thing and one thing only:
Win injury cases. Last year we
paid attractive fees to referring
attorneys in over 200 cases.
Personal Injury, Workers’
Compensation, Wrongful
Death Cases. We do that!

Don’t go there? WE DO!
From three locations across
the state we represent injury
victims everywhere in Illinois. Our
lawyers appear in court rooms
and arbitration sites far and wide.
Truck accident in Mt. Vernon?
Work injury in Jacksonville?
Construction accident in Rockford?
Don’t go there? We do!

Our attorneys are active in the DCBA,
are recognized as “Leading Lawyers”,
and are members of the “Million
Dollar Advocate Forum”. The firm has
an A+ rating from the Better Business
Bureau. Refer your injury case today.
You and the client will be glad you did.

630-585-2320 | www.woodrufflawyers.com
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